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S101RVEY OF TBE RELATED LITEf--u\ TtJRE 
Introduction 
Since the advent of the "atomic age," man has 
increasing·ly realized his dependence on an understanding 
of science. This tmderst a.nding ca.n be attained by 
the indiv i dual through a series of learning ex-.I_Jeriences, 
many of which can be best handled in the classroom . 
The Thirty-Firs t Yearbook Committeel sta tes t hat t he 
maj ority of these experiences could in a "large part 
be developed from the understanding of principle s and 
g·eneralizations tha t ramify into human exp eriences. 11 
Investigators i n the field of science educa t ion have 
set about to f ormula te scienti f ic principles, or 
t:,enert:.lizations, c.ll.d to determine 'Hhich of these 
~orinciples are suitable as .§;oals of instruction f or 
the purposes o f gEneral educ c:ction. 
; A Program f or Te ach ing Scienc~, Thirty-First 
--/ earbool< of the National Society f or t he Stuc.y of 
Educ a tion, Part I, p . 4 2. Bloomington, Illinois: 
Public School Publishing Company, 1932 . 
1 
2 
Science education should be planned so t hat its 
curriculum is d irec t ed t ov.'arc1 the functional nee G.s of 
its students . 2 Such a p l an ccJ1 be effected by 
establish ing integra ted courses of study that emphasize 
the i mportance of principles and generaliza tions as a 
bas is for t:6ue learning ex-periences . 3 
Pr oblems suitable to t he interests and capabilities 
of youth must be used i n g iving the i ndi vidua.l , trc:dning 
in coping with various situations, c:.ncl. thereby develop ing 
a greater understanding of scientif'ic princip l es , l ists 
of which have been f'ormulated by competent investigators 
in the f ield of science educa tion . 
The wea lth of scienti f ic facts which were previous l y 
the mai n part of most col.J.rs es of study i n sci enc e , now 
assume the pos ition of a f ounda tion without whicn an 
U1'1.d.erst6..ndi ng of scientific princip les could not be 
developed . Moreover , the use of applications of pr i nciples 
of science which are appropriate for an ind ividual's 
needs are of pri mary irr,portance in the development of 
a functiona l und erstand i n§; of principles. 
The Thirty-First Yearbook Committee reports t h e 
n1ost i rr.portant ain:s of .science to be t,he development of' 
11 t he functiona l understanC.ing of the ma j or gener&.lizations 
2 Ib i d ., P • 44 . 
3 Ibid., P • 57 . 
3 
of science and the effecting of the development of 
as soc iated scientific o.t t itudes .rr4 
This report sti mul ated other investigators interested 
i n the prog'l"ess of sc ience educa tion . lunong these v,rere 
t he members of the Thayer Commiss ion unC.er the ausp ices 
of t he Progressive Educ a.t ion Association, b which in 1938 
s t a t ed t hat science ins t r uction shoul d be guided towar d 
the f ulfillment of the socia l, economic and p ersonal 
needs of t h e individual. 
The Thayer Commi ss ion6 ag-re ed with the Thirt y- First 
Yearbook Corranittee as to the development of sound 
scientif ic principles. The f ormer, however , called 
t hese generalizations, or principles of science, 
"interpretative understandings,rr and added the O.evelop-
ment of the use of t he elements of scienti f ic method 
as o.nother objective of science teaching. 
The Corr@ission7 stated t hat an individual need 
not be in the h i gher gr ades before an understmding of 
scientific genera lizations is attempted, for certa in 
aspects of principles ara atta inable even in the 
lov.rer ,gr ades. 
4 Ibid . 
5 Progress ive Educa tion As sociation, Corr@ission on 
Secondary School Curriculum, SciEill£& in Genere::.l Education~ 
p . 27 . New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 1938 . 
6 I b id., P • 61. 
7 Ibid • , p . 56 • 
4 
Both the Thirty-First Yearbook Committee and t he 
Thayer Commis s ion agree that a maj or goal of' science 
instruction a t all gr ade levels is the development of 
21.11 under s t &.nding of scientif ic generalizations, or 
principles. 
They corroborate each other in advoc a ting a broad 
program of science instruction, with provisions at every 
grade level for the development of a functional under-
standing of the principles of science. 
Survey of Investigations Related to Scientific 
Principles a s Objectives of Science 
Instruction 
Complying with the recommendations of the Thirty-
Firs t Yearbook Cowmittee and the Progressive Education 
Associa tion, tr~ee Universities began work on t he 
formulation of scientific principles and the evaluation 
of them a s goals of instruction in science. Martin, 8 
in 1945 , reported these institutions to be the University 
of lv1ichigan, v.ri th Franc is D. Curtis directing the 
i nvestiga tions; Columbia University, under the d i r ector-
ship of s. Ralph Powers and Gerald S . Cra i g ; and the 
University of Chicago, v;here the inve stigations were 
led by Elliot H. Downing (deceased). In recent yeo.JiJs, 
8 'H. Edgar I'./[artin, 11A Determination of the Principles 
of the Biologica l Sciences oi' Importance f or General 
Educ a tion, 11 Science Educa tion, jJCI X (February , 1S45), 
4 5-58 . 
5 
Charles J. Pieper and L'Iartin L. Robertson of Nevv York 
Univer s ity an.d Vaden W. IVli les of Boston University 
have d i r ected s t udies of t his nat ure. 
0 In 1925, Downingv present ed steps f or use i n t he 
development of principle s of science. They were : 
1. accumulation of facts 
2 . discovery of rela tion and sequence of such 
facts reduced to g eneraliza tions 
3 . discover y of appr oxu 1ate cause s t hat underlie 
such l aws or princ i ples 
Dovmi n.g· f urther stated t hat to encour ag·e s tudents in 
h ealthful ways of livin.§;, t h e;y mus t be instr ucted i n an 
unders t anding; of t he principles of sc ience per t a i n in.§; to 
good h ealth .lO He sa id i f a pupil is to b e "a vifOrthy 
member of t he horne, h e must under s tand t he principles of 
h eredity , of home sanitation, etc., and must be suf-
ficiently skillful in t hinki ng t o appl y successf ully 
such principles to the specif ic problems he must face.nll 
Cra i gl 2 a ttempted to determine "the existing pr actices 
i n the teaching of element ary school science." By care-
fully ex~nining t he mater i a l found i n the text~ooks and 
0 
;;;; Elliot R. Dovming , Teaching Science in the Schools, 
p . 53 . Chicago: Univer s i t y of e!hicago Press, 1925. 
lOElliot Rov.rlanu Downi ng, An Introduction to th~ Teaching 
of Science, pp. 39-48 . Chicago: Univers ity of Chicago 
Press, 1934 . 
ll Ib "d 6 .
__ l_.' P • • 
12 Gera l d s . Cra i g , Cer t ain Techniques Used in 
Developing § Course of Study in Science For th~ Horace 
Mann Elementary School, Te achers College Contribution to 
Educ a tion , No. 276 , pp . 12-13 . New Yorl<. : Teachers College, 
Co l umbi a University , 1927. 
6 
s yllabi of the natural sciences then in use, he found 
that confusion existed i n a ll spheres, resulting in the 
neglect of content f or emphasis on method. This lack 
or organization of t he nature study and science prog-rams 
set up conflicting goa ls which terminated in chaos. 
In 1928, He inemann , 13 under the tutelage of Dmvning, 
endeavored to determine the extent of the i rrport ance of 
principles in general science textbooks. For clarification, 
a principl e was termed 11 a sta tement of rela tionsh i p 
frequently causal in nature between two f acts. nl"± A total 
of 92 principles was discovered through an analysis of 20 
textbooks of genera l science. A litt le over t welve 
percent of the printed mat erial in the 20 texts 1;vas 
devoted to t he development of these pri nciples. It was 
further determined t hat aut hors did not agree as to the 
relative i mportance of principles at the various grade 
levels, and, furthennore, t hey trea ted all principles 
very brief ly. Heinemann recommended tha t it was better 
to study a few principles t hat had been clearl y O.evelop ed 
tha t to attempt the mastery of many which ·were sketchi l y 
trea ted . 
13 Ailsie M. Heinemann, ''A Study of Gener a l Science 
Textbo oks, ~~ General Science Quarterl y , XIII (November, 
1928)' 11-23. 
14 Ibid ., p. 11. 
7 
Downingl5 summarized the analyses of 12 genero.l 
science books b y Overn and 13 by Iler to d etermine the 
content o f tex tbook s of g enero.l science. He found little 
a greement iambJ1:g::n authors of generE,l science tex;t;book s 
a s to the content included. 
His second prob lem was to discover (l) to what 
d egree genera l science textbooks are 11 devoted to eluci-
dation of scientific principles, and ( 2 ) to wh s.t extent 
t h ese princip les find expression in the books in 
application s to life situa tion s. 16 The results of the 
investigati. on i ndica ted that t he authors of the texts 
analyzed , d i d not keep principles uppermost i n mind when 
V1T i ting their texts; t hat no book vvas truly ba sed on 
princip les, since none exceeded a 1 2 perc ent development 
of principles; and tha t t her e was little agreement 8111.011.6 
a uth ors as to the rela tive i mportance of ' the princip l e s 
at the d i fferent l ev els of maturity . 
. 17 In anotl1er study, Dol!nnng synt hes ized dat s. f'rom 
15 Ell i ot R . Downing , 11An Ana l ys is of Textbooks i n 
Genera l Science, u Genera l ;~cienc e C~uarterly, XII 
Olay, 1928 ), 509-516 . 
16 I" . ~ I) . r-{c; • 
_ola ., ....., ~ 
l? Elliot H. Downing , 11 Techniques f or the Determination 
o f Basic Princip les in Science Course ;:; , 11 Sc:i,_gnce Educ a tion , 
XI V ( November, 1929 ), 298- 303 . 
8 
f our other investi g &.tor s, Widner19 
' 
Harris20 , 
a nd Coon21, in determining t h e re l a tive imp orts.nc e of· t h e 
p rinc i )le gener~lizations of physics. 
The problem of Site s 22 wa s to deter mine t he c h emica l 
concep t s , princip les and technica l t er ms of use in science 
ma.§;azines and which of these vvere necessa i'Y f or i n tellig ent 
reac,i ng of s uch liter a ture. The is s ues of Po -oula~ Scienc e 
l £,25-lS29 provided t he mat eri al f or anal ysis. From 
I 
h i s investigation, Site s concluded tha t a students know-
l edg e sh ou l d includ e a t echn ice.l vocabul a r y "~Hhich enabled 
him to recognize t h e elements ; and he shou l d be abl e to 
un derstan6 nomenclature, pr incip l e s, and d escrip tive 
scientif ic t erms. He a lso noted t hat a few pr i nci:)les 
s t s.ted a s irnporta.n t j_n c hemi s try texts wer·e ab sent i n 
the a:l'lal ys i s • 
l C' 
cs R .A . li·,'a t s on, im Anal y tica l St udy of R~ference s to 
Phy sic s i n Agricultura l Pub lications. l.Jnpubli s h ed 
Master' s thesis, University of Chicago, 1928 . 
19 Samuel H. 1!/i dner, The Knowledge of Phys ica l Princip l es 
:Ne eded to Re 2.d Fa rm Journa ls Intelligently . Unpub lish ed 
r,T&.ster' s t h e s is, Uni versit y of Chic&.g o, 1S28 . 
20 E . A. Harris, The KnG'IlLedge of 
to Res.d Popu l ar Scient ific r,'~&&·az ines . 
t hes i s , Univer sity of Chic ago , 1927 . 
Physics 11Jecessary 
Unp ub l ished !'·~aster' s 
21 Be u l ah I . Co on , Sugges t i ons for Cont ent and Irie t hods 
:f or Cours es i n Sc i enc e Re l a.tec, to t h e Eome . ( Washin-[;'ton DC. : 
Federa l Boc;.rd of Voc a tional Educ &.t ion , r.:isc. 837 l~ev., 1S26) . 
22 J ohn T . Site s , Chemi c e.l Pr i ncij)les , Concep ts and 
~echnical Terr:u:> Us e<?- i n ~c ience I.'I~.g &.z ine s; ~Unpublished 
1\'ia.ster's t he s rr:s , Unlver s lty of Chlcago, 1900 . 
The inf luence of the report o f the Thirty-First 
Yearbook Con-:mi ttee was evident in the investi[;ation of 
Robertson23 , vrho s e t out to formulate the pri nci) l es of 
s cience of importance e.s g·oD.ls of instruction in the 
loy;er gr .c-.des. He conpared each of t h e princ i~ l es f ormu-
l a ted with established criteria and t h en submitted h i s 
list to a jury of investiga:Dors for va lidation. 
Robertson's f ina l list of princi) les numbered 113. 
"LJ Pruitt.::;"" thought of scientific geners.lizations in 
t erms of man's environment. He secured a list of chemica l 
concep ts and gEnera liza tions l'ri th their freq1..1.encies of 
appear ccnc e from numerous magaz i ne s, nev.:spapers, exa.mi nations, 
t extbook s and p opula r books. An appreciab le lack of 
chemistry in magazines, newspapers, a nd books on sociology 
"~Has noted; and a vdde variance of opinion as to subject-
mat t er exis ted in tho se book s o..:nd scientif ic magazines 
which devoted spac e to ch emist r y . 
It was increasing l y ap parent that in each field 
of science, a list o f log ic a l principles should be 
developed for the purpo se s of general educa tion. Vv' i th 
23 Martin L. Robertson, 
Principles Suitable As Goals 
Science, 11 Scienc_e Educ a tion, 
XIX (April, 1935 ), 65-70. 
"The Selection of' Science 
of Instruction in Elementary 
XI X (Februa.ry , 1935 ), l-4; 
24 ~ ' . tt ' . ,. ,'),.,-,.,:.,1 • Lj' l t . -Cla rence M . Prul ,.MnTn.ia. ysls, ""'va ua lon ana. 
Synthesis of Subj ect-lJiatter Concepts and Generaliza tions 
in Chemistry . Doctor's d isserta tion, Tea chers College, 
Colurnbia University , 1S;35. Distributed through Sci ence 
Ed '\LC a tiog. 
10 
I 
Robertson's, Arnolds, and Pruitt's criteria as a basis, 
Wise25 established four cr.i teria for the selection of a 
principle. These criteria26 were: 
A. To be a principle, a statement must be a 
comprehensive generalizatio.n describing 
some fundamental process, constant mode 
of behavior, or property relating to 
natural phenomenon. 
B. It must be true without exception within 
limitations specifically stated. 
c. It must be capable of illustration. 
D. It must not be a definition. 
With the above criteria as a standardi Wise formulated 
a defensible list of 252 physical science principles 
includ i ng 
which was divided into physics (astronomy and meteorology), 
165; chemistry, 68; and geology, 19. Subsequently, 20 
more were added to make a total of 272 physical principles. 
Of these, 264 were determined to have some value as goals 
of general education, grades I-XIV, inclusive. 
By determining the relative importance of principles 
of physical science for general education, Wise has 
provided a partial solution to the problem proposed by 
the Thirty&First Yearbook when it recommended t hat 
scientific principles suitable as goals of instruction 
at every level of maturity be determined. 
25 Harold E. Wise, ''A Determination of the Relative 
Importance of Principles of Physical Science for General 
Education, 11 Science Educatimn, XXV (December, 1941), 
371-79; XXVI (January, 1942), 8-12. 
26 Ibid., P• 371. 
11 
The fact that textbooks of science were still lacking 
in the development of scientific generalizations was stated 
by Reek27 after a thorough investigation. Reek analyzed 
four series of six books on elementary science for prin-
ciples of science. The data showed a great variance of 
stress, by the authors, on the few principles found, with 
no author giving evidence of having planned his book on 
principles. 
Definite trends of importance in the selection and 
presentation of learning experiences and scientific materials 
o.f use to ~eral education were revealed by Martin28 in 
a study of res earch investigations which treated an under-
standing o.f scientific principles as objectives of science 
education. In the past, authors were not too clear on 
what a principle was; recently, however, textbooks are 
'being organized on the basis of a definitely established 
set of principles judged against tested criteria, and 
validated by specialists in the field. Thus, the idea 
of a scientific principle has emerged as a refined and 
clarified concept, defensibly judged against established 
criteria.29 
27 Doris L. Reek, A study of the Principles of Science 
Found in Four Series of Textbooks of Elementary Science. 
Unpublished Master's theses, University of Michigan, 1943. 
28 w. Edgar Martin, "A Chronological Survey of Research 
Studies on Principles as Objectives of Instruction in 
Science," Science Education, XXIX (Fegruary, 1945), 45-52. 
29 w. &lgar Martin, "A Determination of the Principles 
of the Biological Sciences of Importance for General Education," 
Science Education, XXIX (March, 1945), 100-105; XXIX (April-
May, 1945), 152-163. 
12 
In another part of Martin' s30investigation, he sought 
to determine important principles of the biological sciences 
which occurred in junior-college biology texts; secondary-
school biology texts and in biology books prepared for 
~he general reader. Criteria for determining the suita-
bility of the texts and for defining a principle were set 
up. A total of 705 generalizations or principles of the 
biological sciences resulted from the investigation. 
These generalizations, along with ones taken from lists 
by Robertson, Downing, Pruitt, and Olds,were analyzed for 
the most important or the major principles of the b±mogical 
sciences. A total G~ 300 major and 236 minor principles 
resulted. 
was vri th 
One phase of Martin's investigation~concernedAthe 
determination o£- wll.i.cll of the "major" and "minor11 
vihich 
principles,derived from the previous analysis)?ere of 
impor~ce in comprehending the scientific material in 
magazines and newspapers. Another part involved the 
determination of the generalizations of the biological 
sciences important in general education. Twenty majgr 
30 Qg. cit. 
31 W. ~ Edgar Martin, "A Chro:r;toligal ~urve;y of . 
Published Research Studies Relat~ng to B~olog~cal Mater~als 
in Magazines and Ifewspapers", School Science §nd Mathemati£.§, 
XLV (June, 1945), 545-550. 
13 
principles, in order of rank, based on the total frequency 
of assignment of statements from the magazines and news-
papers to major and minor principles were formulated. 
Of the 300 major principles determined, the 100 of greatest 
importance to general education were listed in decreasing 
order of rank.32 
The only study which concerned the extent certain 
selected instvuctional films in science contributed to 
the realization of three major objectives of science 
education in the secondary schools was prepared by Keeslar.33 
The three objectives used by.Keeslar were:34 
I. To effect an understanding of scientific 
principles that will function in the 
everyday life and activities of the student. 
II. To teach the elements of scientific method 
as skills to be employed in solution of 
problems. 
III. To develop the scientific attitude. 
To satisfy the criteria he set up, the film must have 
used narration or photographic material to illustrate 
the principle. If the narrator or author of the film 
based his film on science principles, it must have been 
32 Ibid., P• 548-550. 
33 Oreon P. Keeslar, Contributions of Instructional 
Films to the Teaching of High School Science. Unpublished 
Doctor's dissertation, University of Michigan, 1945. 
34 Oreon Keeslar, "Contributions of Instructional 
Films to the Teaching of High School Science", cience 
Education, XXX (March, 1946), 82-88; (April, 1946 , L32-36. 
14 
indtcated by sufficient evidence. 35 
In his conclusions, Keeslar36 stated that, out of 
18 films, 16 furnished not only facts b~t also supplemented 
this data with generalizations which complied with the 
criteria for science principles. However, 11 the best 
available scientific films reveal no definite intention 
or attempt to teach scientific principles; ••• end nearly 
half ( 44.1 per cent ) of the content of 24 films served 
no unique or specialized functions and contributed to 
none of the three major objectives." 37 
A procedure involving the use of a question box was 
followed in the investigation of Fleish38 who a ttempted 
to determine the science principles suitable IJir objectives 
of a general science course. Sixty principles were formu-
lated on the basis of the questions of interest to the 
pupils in general science. Ten textbooks of general 
science were then analyzed to determine which of the 60 
principles were included in them. It was f'ound that while 
most of the textbooks did give some space to most of tlie 
60 principles, the principles were not stated in clear 
and concise language. 
35 Ibid., P• 85. 
36 Ibid., P. 132. 
37 Ibid., P• 134. 
38 Sylvia Fleish, The Formulation of the Science 
Principles that Should Become the Objectives of General 
Science Teaching in the Junior High School. Unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, 1945. 
15 
In order to determine whether or not the authors 
of science texts were writing their books with science 
principles in mind since the recommendations of the 
Thirty-First Yearbook Commitlee, Jones39 attempted to 
analyze~ the general, science books written since the 
Yearbook's publication, for principles of science. 
Criteria for the selection of the principles were estab; 
lished; each supposed principles found in the source 
books was judged against thtsecriteria; and the final 
list of principles was submitted to specialists for 
validation. The trend seemed to indicate more emphasis 
on the principles of the ph~sical sciences rather 
than on those of the biological sciences. However, 
the authors were still in disagreement as to the 
number and importance of principles included in their 
texts. These authors did not place much value on the 
findings of competent re earch investigators, for the 
texts were still lacking in the instructional material 
~t conformed to the recommendations of the Thirty-
First Yearbook Committee.40 
39 Ruth B. Jones, A Suudy of the Principles of 
Science Found in Ninth Grade Textbooks of General Science. 
Unpublished Master's theT_gs, University of Michigan, 1946. 
40 Ib. - 53 
_l,g., P• • 
16 
In accordance with the precedent established by the 
Thirty-First Yearbook Committee, the members of the 
Forty-Sixth Yearbook Committee 41 agree that: 
Functional understanding of science principles 
is considered to be an important objective of 
science teaching. The~ provide focal points for 
the organization of instructional material and 
they constitute the generalizations towar~ the 
formulation of which most work in science is 
directed •••• thus learnihg should usually be 
directed toward the acquisition of facts as a 
means of gaining understanding of concepts and 
principles, inculcation of scientific attitudes, 
and providing skill in the use of scientiffic 
method. 
Survey of Research Investigations Pertaining to the 
Teaching of Principles and the 
Retention of Learning 
The relative retention of factual material, and the 
ability of generalizing from facts and explaining ordinary 
o-ccurrences was investigated by Tyler42 • Three tests 
were given at the beginning and the end of the school 
year to a group of ninth-grade pupils who had previously 
had a course in general science. The Ruch-Popenoe General 
41 . . Sc1ence Education in American Schools, Forty-Sixth 
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, 
Part I, p. 31. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1947. 
42 Ralph w. Tyler, "What High School Pupils Forget," 
Educational Research Bulletin, Ohio State University, IX 
(November~9, 1930), 490-492. See Third Digest of Inves-
tigations in the Teaching· of Science by Francis D • . Curtis. 
Philadelphia: P. B1akiston's Son and Co., Inc., 1939. 
Pp. 304-306. 
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Science Test, Form A, an explanation of everyday happenings, 
and the ability to generalize from facts ~the subject-
matter of the tests.43 Tyler concluded that there was a 
negligible loss in ability to generalize from facts and 
to explain ordinary happenings with a great loss in factual 
. l 44 materJ..a • 
Johnson45 presented to three groups of students who 
had completen a course in elementary botany an information 
test, at intervals of 3, 15, and 27 months. The results 
showed percentage losses of 46.1 per cent after three 
months, 74.1 per cent after 15 months, and 76.1 per cent 
after 27 months. These figures evidence a rapid loss of 
retention power during the period of 3-15 months, followed 
by a gradual decline. Alm, students who possessed a 
h igher degree of botanical knowledge at the complet~on 
of the botany course retained more of this anowledge 
after a period of 3-6 months t han the students whose 
botanical knowledge had been of a lesser degree. 
43 Ibid., P• 304. 
44 Ibid., P. 306. 
,.. 
45 Palmer aF'. Johnson, "The Permanence of Learning in 
Elementany Botany," The ITournal of Educational Psychology, 
XXI (January, 1930), 37-47. See Third Digest of Inves-
tigations in the Teaching of-Science by Francis D. Curtis. 
Philade~phia : P. Blakiston 1 s Son and Co., Inc., 1939. 
Pp. 305. 
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Pupils of elementary zoology, rrwho later elected no 
Ll/' 
courses in that area,rr were tested by Wert~0 for relative 
retention of facts, abilities and skills. Two examina-
tions measured the individual's ability to apply prin-
ciples to new situations and to explain new experiments, 
while four other examinations tested factual knowledge. 
These tests were @iven one, two and three years after the 
completion of the course, Wertts findings resulted in 
the conclusion that the greatest lo ss in factua l knowledge 
occurs immediately af·ter the completion of the course and 
declines gradually, while the ability to apply princip les 
to new situations and to interpret new experiments actually 
inc~eases with t he passing of time. 
Tyler's investigation47 on the permanence of learning 
demonstrated that general applications of s~ience are 
reta ined longer t an specific inf'ormation. 
Five objectives of Chemistry vYere chos en for inves-
tigation by Ffutchey.48 These were: 
46 James E. Wert, ''Twin Examinat ion Assum:ptions," 
Journal of Higher Education, VIII (March, 1937). 136-40. 
See Third Digest of Investigations in the Teaching· of 
Science by Francis D. Curtis. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's 
Son and Co., Inc., 1939. Pp. 310-312. 
47 Ralph w. Tyler, "Permanence of Learning," Journal 
of Higher Education, IV (April, 1933), 203-204. See 
Third Digest of Investigations __ i!L_the Teaching of Sc~ence 
by Francis D. Curtis. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son 
and Co., Inc., 1939. P. 306-308. 
48 F. P. Frutchey, 11RetBD.tion in High School Chemistry, 11 
Educational Research Bulletin, Ohio State University, XVI 
(February, 1937), 34-37. 
selection of' chemical f'acts 
application of chemical f'acts and principles 
knowledge of chemical terms 
knowledge of' symbols, !grmulas, valence 
balancing of equations 
. 19 
Tests were prepared to obta in evidence of' the behavior 
of' pupils in terms of these objectives. The results 
showed the variation in retention betvveen boys and girls. 
;0oys retained factual information, symbols, formulas, 
valence and terminology longer than the girls, whereas 
the girls superseded the boys in balancing equations. 
The highes t percentage of' retention was evidencEdin the 
application of facts and principles which was done 
equally well by both boys and girls.50 
Survey of Research Investigations Relating to 
Subject-Matter Topics in Scd.ence 
The determination of' the aims and fundamental top ics 
of' use in general science courses was the subject of' 
Howe' s5lnvestigation. Many science teachers were 
requested to mark the long list of' topics obtained, 
either "fundamental" or 11 supplementary11 , and these topics 
were then listed in order of' relative importance. 
49 Ibid • , p • 35 • II 
50 Ibid., P• 37. 
51 c. M. Howe, ncan and Should Genera~ SciXen
1
Xce Be 
s re.anct.ardized 11 School Sci~n~ and Mathemat1.cs, 
(March, 1919), 248-255. . 
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Webb's52 problem involved the relative number and 
importance of general eeience tQ;pics in each of eight large 
science groups. Since 98.2 percent of the material included 
in the 18 textbooks analyzed, included the eight specific 
science groups, general science was concluded to be composed 
of related subjects and the "special sciences" were in 
general recognized equally by the authors. 
The basic aims, scientific principles,and fundamental 
concepts , occurring most frequently in~eral science 
texts comprised the analysis objectives of an investigation 
by Weckel. 53 
The aims of general science recognized by the authors 
were: 
To insure that the pupil acquires: 
A. An appreciation of the applications of 
science in industrial and social life; 
B. A fund of valuable information about 
nature and sciences; 
c. An understanding, an appreciation, and 54 a control of the ever~day environment. 
A considerable degree oJB unanimity also existed among 
the authors as to the aims, purposes, and subject-matter 
topics of general science. 
52 Hanor A. Webb, General Instruction in the Grades: 
Part I. Contributions to Education, No. 4, Nashville, 
Tennessee: George Peabody College for Teachers, 1921. 
P. 1-40. 
.. 
53 Ada L. Weckel, nAl!e Any Principles of Or ganization 
o-f General Science Evidenced by the Present Textbooks in 
the Subject?", School Science and Mathematics, XXII 
(January, 1922), 44-51. 
54 Ibid., p. 56. 
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Another analysis of general science text-books was 
l t d . Kl 55 . comp e e oy ... opp • Hls method involved the determination 
of the total linear space cont ent factor for each text. 
Klopp established the fact Uilit considerable difficulty 
in the field of competition ih science existed arnong the 
chiilidren of different schools because the authors of 
their textbooks did not agree as to the subject-matt er 
of their texts. 
Eight general science textbooks , most widely used 
in Wisconsin were the basis for analysis for subject-
matter topics by Davis 56 • His find ings showed a total 
of 137 topics, 73 of which occurr ed in all 8 texts, 
37 of which occurred ih 7 texts, and 22 of which occurred 
in 6 texts. Davis also f ound that a high degree of 
aggreement as to subject-matter topics existed among 
the authors of the texts. 57 
Heiss58 analyzed 7 textbooks of general- science for 
the basic facts, principles and applications of science 
which served as a nucleus for the organization of the 
55 w. J. Klopp, "A Stud:,' of the Offerings of General 
Science Texts,n General Science Quarterly, XI (May, 1927), 
236-246 . 
56 Ira c. Davis, "Ainalysis of Subject-Matter 
in the Eight Most Widely Used Textbooks in General 
School Scienc~ and Mathematics, XXXI (June, 1931), 




58 Elwood n. Heiss, An Investigation of Content and 
Mastery of High~School General-Science Courses. Doctor's 
dissertation, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1932. 
courses. He stated that a considerable degree of 
unif ormity existed but there was 
no complete agreement among authors and 
teachers of general science as to how the 
instructional material of general science 
should be organized and developed, except 
that the uhits of subject-matter should be 
organized from the point of view of our 
environment without any regard to the 
major divisions of science. 
22 
The publications of Consumers Research Incorporated 
were analyzed by Partridge and Harap59 for scientific 
terms of use to persons interested in the development 
of science for consumers. These terms were then listed 
alphabetically and were followed by the names of the 
corrnnodities with which they were connected, and finally 
both were arranged under the related school subjects. 
Following a similar procedure, Robertson60 formu-
lated a list of subject-matter topics suitable for 
instruction in elementary science and contributing to 
an understanding of science principles. Five studies 
were used and the relative values of each top ic in each 
of the five sources were determined by "multiplying the 
59 W.A.Partridge end Henry Harap, "Science for the 
Consumer", School Science and Mathematics, XXXIII 
(March, 1933), 266-274. . . 
60 Martin L. Robertson, ''The Selection of Science 
Principles Suitable a s Goals of Instruction in Elementary 
Science", Science Education, XIX (February, 1935), l-4; 
XIX (April, 1935), 65-70. 
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rank of the top ic by the vreight assignee to the source 
by the eight evaluatorsn. 61 The final relative value of 
each topic was t h en determined in percentage f'orm, which 
was from 35.6 percent to 99.7 percent. Concluding that 
"a large part of the subj ect-rnatter elements novv available 
contributes to biological principles", Robertson 
Suggested that ~dditional subject-matter topics be 
developed to satisfy the principles of science suitable 
for inclusion in elementary science instruction.62 
Investigations in both scientific principles and 
subject-matter topics were conducted by Blanchet.63 Using 
Wi .se 1 s list of 272 physica l principles and Martin 1 s list 
of 300 biological principles as a basis, he attempted 
to determine the principles of science most suitable 
as goals of instruction for survey courses in the 
natural sciences. His determination was aided by the 
combined judg~ments of specialists in the teaching of 
science and college teachers of scaence.64 To improve 
the teachir~ of these courses in the natura l sciences, 
~ composite outline of the subject-matter topics of the 
61 Ibid., p. 3. 
62 Ibid.' p. 69. 
63 Waldo E. Blanchet, A Basds for the Selection of 
Course Content for Survey Course in the Natural Sciences. 
Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Michigan, 
1946. 
64 Ibid. ' p . 302-307. 
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physical and biological sciences was the next step in 
Blanchet's investigation. Three spec.i a lists were then 
asked to check this composite outline~65 Selected 
samplings of this outline wer e then assigned to the 
) principles of science important as goals of instruction 
in survey courses in the natural sciences. A total of 
1171 defensible assignments of topics was made to the 
272 physical principles, and 970 assignments were made 
to the 300 biological ~ciples. 66 
Sunm1ary of the Research Investigations 
At every level in general education, principles or 
generalizations are now recognized as worthy objectives 
of science instruction. To Do~~ing , goes the credit for 
/ 
first stimulating interest in using facts as a basis for 
the understanding of generalizations which are of utmost 
inportance in solving science prohl.ems and meeting the 
complex difficulties of life. 
The actual determination of lists of principles of 
science from which ones suitable for the various grade 
levels might be determined was started by Wise, Robertson, 
Pruitt, Martin and ArnoJ..d. The establisbment of' similar 
criteria of a principle of science aided in reaching a 
definite concept of a scientific principle. 
65 Ibid. ' p. 37. 
66 Ibid., p . 340-416. 
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The fact tha t all types of generalized learning · 
was highly permanent in character was established by 
the investigations of Tyler, Wert, Jo[lnson, and Frutchey. 
Therefore, the shift f rom the accumulation of facts 
a s the major objective of education to the utilization 
of these f acts in establishing understandi~of scientific 
principles csn no lohger be i gnored by progressive 
educ;ators. 
Howe, Webb, Weckel, Klopp, Heiss, and Davis concerned 
themselves with t~e analysis of textbooks for subject-
matter content and the degree of unanimity among authors 
a s to the material presented in their textbooks. 
Subject-matter topics in science textbooks were 
investigated by Robertson and Blanchet, but the latter 
a lso undertook to determine which of these topics were 
of use in developing an understanding of princir,les of 
science. 
From the results of these many ' investigations, edu-
cators have been awakened to the need of considering the 
development of understandings of scientific principles 
as a major obj ective of science instruction, r ather 




The Problem of This Investigation 
The investigation is an attempt to analyze f our 
highschool chemistry textbooks, publishing dates 
between 1942 and 1947, for subj ect-ma~ter topics 
presented therein and to make one composite outline 
' f rom thes e topics. The maj or topics of the outline 
thus formulated are to be a ssigned to scientific 
principles relat~ng to chemistry, taken from a cList 
of 272 physica l principles by \'Vise. 
Statement of' the Problem 
The purpose of this investigation is 1) to prepare 
a composite topical outline of subject-matter topics 
found in four high-school textbooks of chemistry, a s a 
source of informational material with which to develop 
understandings of principles of physical science; and 
2 ) to assign to principles of physica l science those 
topics which a study of might reasonably be expected 
to contribute to the development of an understanding· 
of the principles. 
CF.APTER II 
DEVELOPn..'iE:i'TT OF A COMPOSITE TOPICAL OUTLINE 
Sta tement of the Problem 
The purpose of' this part of the investigation was 
to prepare a composite topical outline of subject-matter 
topics found in four high-school textbooks of chemistry. 
Selection of Textbooks Analyzed 
Four higa-school textbooks of dhemistry, published 
between the years IB42-l947, inclusive, were selected 
for analysis on the basis tha t they are representative 
of the textbooks -of chemistry used in high-school. 
The textbooks used in this investigation were: 
Dull, Charles E., Modern Chemistry. New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1947. 
McPherson, William; Henderson, W'illiam E., and 
Fowler, George w., Chemistry at Work. Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1942. 
Black, Nevvton H., and Conant, James B., New 
Practical Chemistry. New York: TI1e Macmillan 
Com::.) any, 1942 • 
Des Jardins, Russell, Vitalized Chemistry. 




STEP I; The formulation of a composite outline of 
subject-matter topics perta ining to a course 
in high-school ch~mistry. 
The four textbooks previously referred to in this 
chapter were used as the basis f or the analysis. The 
chapt~ center and paragraph headings were considered 
to be the major, minor and sub-topics respectively of 
each book. The book conta ining the grea test number of 
top ics was outline:l first. 
Sheets with 5 vertically ruled columns at the 
right of the page were used for checking the topics 
as they appeared in the different texts and for totaling 
their frequency of appes.rance. 
A code letter a t the top of each colunm served to 
identify each book with its appropriate column, and 
an (x) placed opposite the topic in the appropriate 
column marked the appearance of that topic in the 
indica ted book. 
The code letters of the respective books are: 
A. Modern Chemistry by Charles Dull 
B. Chemistry at Work b y Me Pherson, Henderson, 
and Fowler 
c. New Practical Chemistry by Black and Conant 
D. Vitalized Chemistry by Russell Des Jardins 
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In some cases, t he wording of the topics was nearly 
the same in the various books, but in others it differed 
to a greater or lesser degTee. If the content of the 
material showed the topics to be of a similar nature, 
they were considered to be the same. 
The topics of the second text, which were similar 
to those of the first, were checked (x) in the proper 
column. Those remaining, that did not appear in the 
first text, were added at appropriate places to the 
outline and checked in the correct column. 
If the wording· of the topic did not suggest its 
meaning, the reading of the material that followed it 
was suffidient to provide a basis for its inclusion or 
exclusion from the outline. Those topics that appeared 
in ai.y one book and did not fit in at any appropriate 
piliace, were placed last in the outline. 
The prodedure that was followed for the second 
text was alee followed for the third and the fourth. 
STEP II: The tabulation of the frequency of occurrence 
of the subject-matter top ics derived from this 
investigation. 
This step consisted of determining the frequency 
of occurrence of each subject-mat t er topic in the 
composite outline. This was d~by adding the number of 
(x)'s opposite each topic and tabulating the total in 
the fifth column reserved for this purpose. 
STEP III: The validation of the selection of the 
subject-matter topics. 
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Vfuen the composite outline of the topics contained 
in the four high-school textbooks of chemistry was 
completed, it was ne-examined and checked by the 
investigator and then submitted to three qualified 
teachers* of high-school chemistry. These teachers 
were asked to examine the outline to make sute 
1) that each topic in the outline was defensibly placed, 
and 2) that there was no repetition of any topic in 
the outline tmless its meaning and development 
clearly indicated that it be considered in more 
than one place. 
The following is a copy of the letter of instruction 
that accompanied each list. 
Dear Sir: 
I am submitting to you an outline of subject-matter 
topics found in four high-school textbooks of chemistry. 
Each book was carefully analyzed and a composite outline 
* The three validators were : Mr. E. V. Lovely, 
teacher of Chemistry and Principal of Andover High-School, 
Andover, M_assachusetts; Mr. Kurt Busiek, teacher of 
Chemistry at Girls' High School, Boston, Massachusetts; 
and Iv'Ir. Arthur Sullivan, Professor of Chemistry at the 
School of Anatomy and Embalming, Boston, Mas sachusetts. 
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of the major, minor, and sub-topics was completed along· 
with the tabulation of the frequency of occurrence of 
these topics. The topics were, in general, the chapter, 
center and paragraph headings respectively. The 
following is an example: 
Textbooks 
Topics 
A B c D T otal 
Elements, Mixtures and Compotmds ••• X X X X 4 
Elements . ........................ X X X X 4 
Chemicals . ...........•......... X 1 
Examination of matter •••••••••• X X X 3 
Defintion of an element •••••••• X X X X 4 
-
I an1 asking you to examine this composite outline 
to make sure that each top ic in the outline is defensibly 
placed and that there is no repetition of any topic 
in the outline unless its meaning anc, development clearly 
indicate that it be considered in more than one ~lace. 
If you have any suggested omissions or transf ers , 
'tmuld you please mark the page and the topic concerned 
on the paper provided. 
Sincerely, 
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If any one of the qualified teacher s of chemistry 
made a sue;;gested cor rection, it as handled in the 
following manner: 
1. A suggestion of transfer was disregarded 
if the position of the topic in question corresponded 
with its position in the text f rom which it was taken. 
2 . A transfer was made if t wo or more of the 
s pecialists advocated t he same place for a topic's 
position in the outline. 
3. A transfer was made •if the top ic concerned 
wa s found to be discussed under the major topic to 
which the spe~ialist had sug~ested tt be placed. 
Table I, which follows, presents a composite 
topica l outline, and shows the frequency of occurrence 
of t he subject-matter topics f ound in four high-school 
textbooks of chemistry. 
T..!\.BLE I 
COl'/iPOISTE TOP ICAL OUTLINE OF FOUR HI GH.;;; SCHOOL 
TEXTBOOKS OF CHEMISTRY 
Textbooks 
Topics 
~-B C D Total 
*A Science of :lliiatter and Energy •..•. x x x x 4 
Chemistry and Alchemy ..••.•• . ..••. x x 2 
Definition e:f chemistry. . . . . • • • x x 2 
Greek contribution........ . .... x x 2 
Egy~tian contribution..... ... .. x x 2 
Interest in alchemy •••••. .• .••• x x 2 
Transmutation of metals .• •• •••. x x 2 
~~o schools of alchemy •...•• • •• x l 
Views of alchemists •••••.. • .••• X X 2 
Philosopher's stone....... . .... x x 2 
Effect of Alchemists views •.••• x x 2 
Difference bet'l!v-een chemistry 
and alchemy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X X 2 
Chemistry of the Mi ddle Ages... x l 
Renaissance of chemistry....... x 1 
Beginnings of scientif ic 
chemistry.................... x l 
Chemistry during the eighteenth 
c entury ..................... . 
Chemistry and Modern Life ..•.•••• 
New materials from living· 
things . ...................... . 
New materials from lifeless 
matter . .....................• 
Chemical industries ••••••..•••• 
The chemist and health ••••••••• 
Relation to other sciences •.•• 
Educational balue ••••••••••.••• 
Fut 1.1re •..•••.•.•••••..•..•.• ~ •• 
Offer to youth ••••••.••..•••••• 
Definition of science •••••.•••• 
X 





















* Table I is read thus: The topic "A Science of 
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------- -------· ----- - ' --i--- - -- -or 
l'!I::t;': e r ~.nd Energy .•• • • ••••••• • •• 
Definition of ma tter <•• • ••• ••• 
Lew of Conserv ation of Me.t ter •• 
S .e, t e s of mc=t t ~~ e r • • • • • • • • • • • ., •• • 
Chemi c ~l aff i n ity • .•.•..•••.••• 
Systems of rne ::-·.surement in the 
-- • ' -. C' I ' • Unl~ aa 0~~~ S •••••••••••• •• •• 
mhe met r ic s ystem • •. .•• •••• . • • • 
i'·~etric vni t o :f length • • •• •• •. •• 
Metric unit of C"'n : .c i t y •• • • c • •• 
h~etric un · t of vYel ght . · •.• • .. •• • 
Def inition of energy • • •• • ••• • •• 
Ki.n.ds of energy ••••••• • • • • • •• •• 
Kinetic energy fl nd potentie.l 
e:flergy .. g • • • e ••• • • ••• • • ••• ., •• ~ 
L"'.v· of Conservc:~tion of En erg y •• 
;·lements, Niixtur e ,s cmd Comy ounr1s • •• 
Element~ s . .... ... ... . 1:1 • • •• · ~ • •• •• • e • e • 
Chernic ... -~ ls .-~ . . . ..•.. a., It • •• I) • •• 
E ."".min;::::_tion of m?.tter • •... " •• • 
Defi n i t ion of element • • ••••• ••• 
Chn1ges in i d e P.s of elements .~. 
Number of elements • .•••..• .••. • . 
MoPt .<1.btmo.2nt elemen t s .. • • •• • • 
F.len ents es ent:Pl to li-fe • . .•.. 
~lcrssific -::> t ion of e lements • • •• • 
N :::,ming elements • • • .. •.. . • •••••• 
I'.'Ie :.:ning of a s ;yr.nbol ••• • •••••••• 
S i gnif i c :.--..nce of a s;ymbol •• .•• • • 
Mi s tures <:'.nd Com~1ounr=:s • ••.•. . _ •• • 
i'.J;. i x tures .. . • .. . .. .......... .... . 
Ch emi c e..l com-_r:-Jounds ••.•••••••..• 
Sub t, ;:-nce s .. • .. • • • • • • . • • .... . • • • 
n i f i'erence between mixtures 
end com, ounds.. . • . • • • •.••.•. 
:-'rme.rat i on of mixture s • • ••. •••• 
1Tumber and imp ortsnc e of 
cornnotllldS. • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • 
IE' .. of Definite r ro:)ort i ons •.•• 
- - -----------------------------
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l'Teces~ it~{ f or .:. r op ert ie s • • • • ! Y i 1.; x 1 x j 4 
_ h vs ic ::.l and chemica l 1 1 l ) ~ro2_)erti s. • • • • • • • • • • .•• • • • • I - . 1 x ~ I j 3 
I. i ~ I I•.I<.:,t ter 2.nd Its Change • • • • • • • • • • • • P. Y ! ~ x ;-:: ! 
~ ; ~ J Nc.tur of l\:I~.t ter •.•••.. , . • . . • " ~ 
Com; o s · tion of mo l ec u les •• . ••• • 
sr~~cing of molecule •••..•••••• 
N:o.t ure of . theory.. • • • .••• 
Use of a theory .... . . • •••• • 
Kine .ic 'T'heory of M::.t er .• , •• .• 
_'.tomP into c om"Jouno.s •••••. , ..• 
Formul c.s f or com~)Otmc' s. 
X X~ j 
·v· )~ X " )~ ~ i 
~r ~ Y.: ~ ~ J. ~r ~ 1 
-...,- fi ~~ r 1 f .. ~ g - l 
I ~ y: ~ ~; - - ! I ~ 1 
Cha.n .sre in M2.t t er ........ . .. . . . ... . , J x Lx v • 
:?h -;rsic ::.l chc:.nge ., • • • . • • • • • • • ": lj ,; ::;: I 
r:!h'Pmic:::-.1 chc:n ge •••••••. ~ ••• • .• . 
1
1. x ~ ~ j . ~I 
Determining p rob.:.bilj ty of ~ j 
rsc~ .. c t i 0 11 . e • • • • • • • • • • • • w • .. • • • • X l 
D -. h . lh I ~ i 
• rortuc lng C. C emlC :-'. C~"enge • • • e • _ i . r j X 1 
~roofs of ch mic ~l a ction •.• • •• x 1· 1 I I TV':'es of r e ::·.ction ••• ., • ,. • • • • I i x ' x r 
' Syn.t he s is . • • • • • • • • • • • ·1 ! z ~ x 
; .na l y- is $ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . x j _ ~ x 
Sub titution ••.• ~. • • • • ••• . • 1 x .::-:: £ .::: 
Doubl ubsti tution •• •• ••• , •• 1 " xu x 
1 i' T<;nerg·y Ch 2.11.ge ; Chen [:es in 
Ph,rs i c 1 St s .. te ~··•••sil'ea~•·"••• 
Tr:.n . f orrne.t i on of ene·,..g y ••••••• 
Fre'?z i ng :-: oint 2.nd me l t ing 
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Fe l t iru::: o f emol::;I-Jhou.s cub ,st :..·_nc e s 
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Ox i d i z i ng agent •• • • •• • •••• ••• 
Action on meta l s •••••••••••• • 
Acti on on sa l ts ••• •• • ••••••• • 
Act ion on water •• •••• •• ~·· ·• • 
Diluting sulfuric ac i d •• • • ••••• 
Uses • •••••• • •••.•• • ••••• • • •••• • 
Two salts from sul f uric acid • •• 
Textbooks 





X i X 
x i I 
x ~ x l X ' 
I 
I 
x 1 x! 
j 


















X ! X X 
x ' x x · 
X x : X 
X X 
x · 
X X ' X 
X X X 
x l x x · 







X~ - · 
X 
X 
x · x 
X . X 
X , X 
X I X 
X X 
x ! x . 
X ) X X . 
X . x f X . X •.' ~ I 
X i X l X 1 
X ; x , X i X I 
X : X X ! X ; 
lK X X X i 
X x : X ; X j 
X X X i X . 
X X ' x .1 X I 





















































TABLE I (CONTINuED) 
Textbooks 
Top ics 
A B C D Tota l 
Imnortant sulfa tes •••.•• ••••••. 
Test for a sulfate ion •••••• •• • 





X X X 
The Halogen Family •••••• .• • •• •• •• •• X X X 
:I Fluorine . ..... .. ......... ... ~ ... . 
Discovery and occurr ence • •.•••• 
Prepa~ation and properties •.• •• 
Ore minera l fluorite • • ••••••••• 










Uses • ••. att•a ••••••••••••••••••• 
Action on silica and glass ••• 









Chlorine . ....•..... ...... ..... .• . 
Discovery •• ••••••• • • •• ••••••••• 
Sou.rc e • •••••••••••••• •••• ••••• • 
Preparation •••••••••••• . ••••••• 
Electrolysis of sodi~1 





Oxidation of hydrogen chloride x x 
Oxidizing hydrogen chloride 
a s it is made • •••••••• ••• •• x x 
Physica l properties •••• • •••••• • x x 
Chemica l behavior •••••••••••••• x x 
Action with non-metals • •••••• 
Action with metals ••••••••••• x x 
Action with hydrogen. • • • • • • • • x x 
Action vlith water .. . . . . • • • • • • x x 
Replacement of other elements 
Tests f or chlorine • • ••••• •••• •• 
Va lence of chlorine.. . ...... .. . x 
Uses............. .. ............ x x 
Bleaching agent • ••••• •• •••••• x x 
Disinfectant. • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • x x 
Toxic gas. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x x 
Making compounds ••••••••••••• x x 
In medicine • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
Gold extracti on ••••••.••••••• · 

































































Phosg ene . . ....................... . 
Chlorp icrin • ••••••.••• .•• •••••• 
Iviustard gas •••••••••••••••••••• 
Chlorine VV'e.t er and h:>'Pochlorous 
a.c i cl • .... ... . ..... . ........... 








Hydrogen chloride ••••••.••••••••• 




x · y ·I 
Experiment with Hydrogen 
chloride . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . 
Ph ys ice.l properties • •••••• • ••••. 
Chemical behavior •• •••••••••• •• 
St ability . .... . .. ~ ........ :1 •• 
~s on acid . ................... : 
Us es • ........................... 
Other chloride s • •••••• •••.•••• 
Test f or a chloride • •• ••• • • • •• • 
Ana lysis of hydrogen chloride •• ' 
Synthesis of hydrog en chlori0.e . ' 
Commerci 1 synthe s :is of 
hydrochl'oric e.c i d •••. • , ••.••• 
Chemi c al smoke • • •••••• • • •. •• ••• 
X 
X X 
x · x 



















. k "'jf\\Ti ti!l.g • • • • • • • • . • . • • • . • . il • • • X ; 
Commerci.s.l com.T; otmds. chemi-
c e.lly pur.,e cOmpot1nds. . . . . • . • • .. : 
Bromine e.nd Bromides •• •••••••• • •• 
Di s covery a nd Occurrence • •••••• 
Pre1:·::: .. ra .. tion . ••....•• ,. .......... . 
~hys ic :;:.l pro erties . .••••••..•• 
Chemica l behe.v i or •••••••••••••• 
Uses •• ~ •• , • •.•••••..•• - ...... .. 
X X X 
X X X 
X X;. 
X X X 
X X X X 
JC X 
X : X X 
X X 
! 
Hydrogen bromide • ••..• ••••.•••• 
Other bromiC.es • ••••••.• ••. • •••• 
Te .st :for s oluble bromide .. • e X X X I 
Iod i ne and Iod i des ..•.••••• • .••• • x x 
Di scovery and Oc c1.1.rrence. ...... x 
Pren.:::.r2 t ion . • • . • • • • • • • . • • . . • • • Y.: .. x 
Phys ic ~~-1 :9roperties. • . • • • .. . . • • • x 
Cherr.ic2.1 b eh· .\ZL or . . . • • • • • • . . • • • z 1 
X' - i 
y 
.- X l 
x. 





































==========T:.::AB:::L::::~:=kJ..CRNh'INUED:::·: :· :=)=:=:===~=::;::::===== 
Textbooks 
Topics 
A B C D Total 
Uses. • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • x x x 3 
Hydrogen iodide .•.• •• . .• .• .•• •• x x x x 4 
Other iodides. . • . . • • • • • • . • • . • . • x x 2 
Test for soluble iodides. .. .... x x x 3 
Oxygen acids of ha logens and their 
s alts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x l 
Potassium chlorate ... . . . ..... .. x 1 
Bleaching powder . .... ........ .. x x 2 
Comparison of stability of 
ha logen compotmds.. . . • • . . • . . • x x x x 4 
Per iod ic Law- -Atomic Numbers....... x x x x 4 
Periodic Law. . • • • • . • • • . • • • . . • . • • • x x x 
Reasons for cla s s ification of 
elements •• ••.• •.••. . • • • . .•.•• x x x 
Dobereiner's Triads • . . • •.•••.. • x x x x 
New~1ds Octaves •.•. . . • •.. . ..• • x x x x 
Mendelej eff. • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • • x x x x 
Henry Moseley •.•••.•..•... • .••• x x x x 
De finition of Periodic Law •• ••• x x x x 
Two families in some groups. • • • x x 
Family resemblances. ...... .. . .. x 
Valence. .. • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . • • • • x 
Chemica l conducn............ . x 
Physical properties.. .. . . .... x 
Value of periodic law • • •• ••••• • x x x x 
Simplifies study. • • • • • • • • • • • • x ·-r x x 
Indicates nrobable error. . ... x x , x 
suggests probable existence 
of new elements • •.•• ••••••• x x x x 
Imperfections in periodic l aw. x x x 
No place for hydrogen •••••• x x x 
Gans in t able ••..• • . ••• ••• • x x x 
Atomic weight sequence not 
perfect • •• ••• .•.••• ••• ••• x x x 

























'l'ABLE I (.CONTINUED) 
Textbooks 
Topics 
, A B C D Total 
Study of the modern Periodic 
I Table •••••••••••••••••••••••••• · x x x x 4 
Atomic Numbers, Weight and i 
Symbol ••••••••••••••••••••••• ' x x x x 4 
Series or periods •••••••••••••• ; x x x x 4 
Groups ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : x x x x 4 
Families ••••••••••••••••••••••• x x x x 4 
'~ansition groups.............. x x 2 
Atomic Numbers ••••••••••••••••••• x x x 
Determination.............. • • • • x I x 
Superiority of new periodic law · x x 





Nitrogen in Peace and War •• · .••••••• X X : X X 
Ammonia. anq. .Ammonium Compounds ••• 
Ammon1a 1n nature •••••••••••••• 
Peeparation •••••• ~············· 
Decomposing ammonimm compounds 
Distilling soft coal ••••••••• 
Haber process •••••••.••••••••• 
From oil-bearing shale rocks. 
By the cyanamide process ••••• 
Composition of ammonia •••••••••• 
Physical properties •••••••••••• 
Chemical behavior •••••••••••••• 
Aq t1a ammonia ••••••••••••••••••• 
Uses of ammonia and ammonium 
compormds •••••••••••••••••••• 
As fertilizers •••.••••••••••• 
As a detergent ••••••.•••••••• 
For refrigeration •••••••••••• 
Cooling of cold-storage plants. 
Ammonium salts ••••••••••••••••• 
Ammonium chloride •••••••••••• 
Ammonium sulfate ••••••••••••• 
Ammonium carbonates •••••••••• 
Ammonium nitrate ••••••••••••• 
Ammonimm sulfides •••••••••••• 
Test for ammonium ion •••••••••. I 
X X 
X X 









. X I X 













X i X 
x 1 x 
X I X ' 
· X I X 










x i x 
X 
x ; 
X <~ X 































TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Textbooks 
Topics 
Nitric Acid ••••••••••••••••••••• 
nitric acid and the alchemi sts 
Hydrogen nitrate and nitric 
acid .. ..................... . 
i 
. I 




In labor a tory ••••••••••••••• 
X X x · x 
X X 
By synthesis ••••••••••••.••• x :x 
Physical properties •••••••••••• x 





Its stability ••••••••••• • ••• 
As an acid •••••••••••••••••• 
As an oxidiz~ agent ••••••• 
Action with metals •••••••••• 
X ! X X 
X X ! X 
X x : X 
X : x . X 
Salts of nitric acid •••••••••• 
Sodium nitrate • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' 
Potassium nitrate ••••••••••• 
Silvernitrate •••••••••.••••• 
X X X 
Test for a nitrate •••••••••••• X 
Aqua regia. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
Uses of nitric acid ••••••••••• x 
Making nitrates ••••••••••••• i x 
Dye . industry. • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • x 
Wak~ng rayon •••••••••••••••• x 
1~ing plastics ••••••••••••• x 
Making explosives ••••••••••• x 
Explosives •••••••••••••••••••• x 
Black gunpowder. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
Preparation of nitro-glycerine . x , 
Properties of nitroglycerine •• x 
Preparation of dynamite • • • • • • • x 
Preparation of smokeless 
po·w·der •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Blasting gelatine ••••••••••••• 
Picric acid ••••••••••••••••••• 
Trinitrotoluol •••••••••••••••• 










X i X 
J 



























Oxides of Nitrogen •••••••••••••• 
Number k:nown •••••••••••••••••• 
Preparation of nitrous oxide •• 
Properties •••••••••••••••••••. 
X X X X 
X X X X • 
X X X X 









































TABLE I (CONTipruED) 
· · Textbooks 
Topics 
·...; 
A B : C D . Total 
History of anesthesia •••••••••• x 
Preparation of nitbic oxide •••• x x 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••••• x 
Nitrogen dioxide............... x 
Nitrogen peroxide and nitrogen 
tetroxide •••••••••••••••••••• x 
Nitrogen ttibxide and nitrogen 
pentoxide •••••••••••••••••••• 
Acid anhydrides •••••••••••••••• x x 
Basic anhydrides ••••••••••••••• x x 
Ufetals and non-metals •••••••••• 1 x 
Phosphorous and other Members of i 





Phosphorous •••••••••••••••••••••• ! x 
Source ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' x 
Extraction ••••••••••••••••••••• ! 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••••• j X · X 
X X White phosphorous •••••••••••• J 
Red phosphorous •••••••••••••• j 
Uses • ••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • f 
Making matches••••••••••••••••• I x 







X : X 
X X 
X ; X 
X 
X 
X ' X 






' X l 
l x , 
X 
X 
The safety match ••••••••••••• j x 
The cigar lighter •••••••••••• , 
x ; x 
Oxides· of phosphorous •••••••••• 
Acids of phosphorous ••••••••••• 1 Salts of acids of phosphorous •• l 
Trisodium phosphate as a i 
cleanser ••••••••••••••••••••• \ 
x 1 x 
x . x 
I 
X ! X ! 
Arsen!i.d •••••••••••••••••••••••••• j ; I ~ ! ~ Occurrence and preparation ••••• 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Uses of arseiic and its 
compounds •••••••••••••••••••• 
Test for arsenc •••••••••••••••• 
x !x 
i 









i X X 
!x ! x lx x 
I ' lx 1 x 




































Antimony . ...•..•................. l x 
Occ"UI"rence ••••••••••••••••••.•• i x 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••••• ! x 
Uses of antimony ••••••••••••••• : x 
Compounds of antimony •••••••••• ; x 
l 
X X i X 4 
X \ X 3 
X x: X 4 
X X , X 4 
Bismuth ...•...•.................. : x x 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••••• i x x 
Uses •••• .•••••.•••.. •••••••••••• ; x x 
Useful compounds ••••••••••••••• ' x 
x ! x 
x i X 
x : X 
The Chemistry of Agriculture ••••••• ; 
Soil and its fertility ••••• • • •• j 
Soil making •••••••••••••••••••• ; 
Kinds of sloi •..•••••••••••••• : 
Controlling soil acidity ••••••• ;. 
Plant food and fertilizers ••••• ; 
Necessary plant foods •••••••••• ; 
So iless culture o:t· plants •••••• ; 
Sources o:t· constituents of fertil~z~rs •••••••••••••••••• : 
Nitrogen compounds ••••••••••• ; 
Calcium and magnesium •••••••• : 
phosphates ••••••••••••••••••• ! 
Iron and manganese ••••••••••• ' 
Sulfur ~ompounds ••••••••••••• 
Potassium compounds •••••••••• ~. 
Boron and copper ••••••••••••• 
Con~ercial fertilizers ••••••••• 
Contool of plant pests and 
disease •••••••••••••••••••.•• 
Farm products as industrial 
materials •••••••••••••••••••• 
Plastic materials from the 
fa:rm. ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 
Insulating material and paper 
products ••••••••••••••••••••• 
St~ches ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Fats and o•ils •••••••••••••••••• 
X X 
X X X 
X 
X X , 
x · x 
X X : 
X X X 
X 
X X 
X X X 
X 
X · X X , 
X 
X X 





































TABLE I ( CONT1JillF!P) 
Textbooks 
Topics 
A B C D t Total 
Carbon-Silicon Family •••••••••••••• x x 
Boron and its compounds •••••••••• ; x x 
Occurrence ••••••••••••••••••••• ; x x 
Useful compounds ••••••••••••••• l x x 
Boric acid. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. x x 
Boric oxide ••••••••.••••••••• ! x x 
Sodium tetraborate ••••••••••• i x x 
Borax bead ••••••••••••••••••••• : x x 
Silicon and its compomds •• • • • •• • ; x 
OccUITence· ••••••••••••••••••••• : x 
Silica. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••• : x 
Reactions ••••••••••.. •••••••••• : x 
As sand . •••••.•••••••••••.••• ! 
In m<i:ieral sandstone ••••••••• : 
\ As quartz . •......••.•.•••.••• , 
Amorphous silical .••••••••••• l 
In plants and animals •••••••• ; 
~mking quartzware •••••••••••••• ' 
Acids of silicon ••••••••••••••• 1 
Water glass ••••••••••••••••.••• ; 
Silicates in nature •••• ~ ••••••• : 
Feldspars •••••••.••••••••••••• : 












Granite. -. .................•• ; ~ 
Carborlllldum •••••••••••••••••••• '. x 













































Composition of glass ••••••••••• ' 
Kinds of glass ••••••••••••••••• : 
Manufacturing I?rocess •••••••••• 
Soda lime (wingow~ glass ••.•• 
~ssium lime glass •••••••••• 
Pyrex glas s ••••••••.•••••••••• 














































TABLE I ( CONXJNOED) 
Textbooks 
Topics 
Glass fibers ••••••••••.•••••••• 
Annealing of glass ••••••••••••• 
Coloring glass ••••••••••••••••• 









Products made from claq ••.•••••••• x 
Nature of clay ••••••••••••••••• · 
Brick and common tile •••••••••• 
White pottery •••••••••••••••••• 
X X ! X 
X 




The body of the ware ••••••••• 
The glaze .................. . X 
The decoration ••••••••••••••• X 
EJlalnels ••••• ••••••••••••••••••• 
Cement. • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
X ' X 
X : X 
Manufacture af Portland cement. 
Uses of cement ••••••••••••••••• 
Occurrence and Extraction of 
Ivietals • ...•...••.••.•.•••.•..•... 
Metals in Nature ••••••••••••••••• 
Definition ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Pro.pertie s ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Reactions •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Atoms of metals that lose 
X X 
X X 
X X X X 
X X ( X 
· x 
X X l x 






















electrons.................... x x .x . 3 
Classification of metass....... x 1 
Distribution of production of 
metallic ores •••••••••••••••• ) x 1 
Metals occurring free •••••••••• x x x 3 
Occurrence of oxides ••••••••••• x 1 
Sulfides ••••••••••••••••••••••• x 1 
Hydroxides... • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x x x , 3 
Carbonates. • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • x 1 
Silicates and phosphates ••••••• x 1 
Sulfates •••.••••.•...••.••••••• x 1 
Chlorides • . •••••••••.•••••••••• x l 
Nitrates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 1 






TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Topics 
Preliminary treatment ••••• . . ••• 
Oredressing •••••••••••••••••• 
Gravitational separation ••••• 
Concentration by washing ••••• 
Concentration by flotation ••• 
Magnetic separation •••••••••• 1 
Electrostatic separation ••••• 
Sinel ting . .... . .............. . 
Then roasting •••••••••••••••• 
Conservation of metals ••••••••• 
Al.liilys of the metals ••••••• _ •••••• 
Pure metals little used ••••••• 
Alloys .• .........•••........... 
Proportion of mixing metals •••• 
Cooling a mixture of melted 
metals .. ................ . ..•. 
Low melting alloys ••••••••••••• 
Properties of alloys ••••••••••• 
Importance .of alloys ••••••••••• 
Alloys of antimony and bismuth. 
Compounds of the metals •••••••••• 
Nl.liilber ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Simple binary compounds •••••••• 
Ternary compounds •••••••••••••• 
Preparation of hydroxides •••••• 
Names of salts indicated ••••••• 
Names indication valence ••••••• 
Prepatation of soluble salt •••• 
Preparation of insoluble salt •• 
Importance of solubilities ••••• 
Rules of solubilities •••••••••• 
Chemical analysis •••••••••••••• 
Use o£ E1ec~ro1ysis in Extracting 
l!etal.s . .......................• 
Principle of electrolysis •••••• 
Extraction of altnnintml by 
electrolysis ••••••••••••••••• 
Hall Process ••••••••••••••••••• 
Electroplating ••••••••••••••••• 
Textbooks 
A B · C D Total 
X X X 
X 
X X 
X · X 
X , X 









X j X 
! 
l ~ 
















' \ X 
l x 













X X ' 
X I X X 
X lx X 
x lx 







































TABLE I ( CONTDTUED) 
Textbooks 
Topics 
A B C D Total 
Reduction with Carbon •••••••••••• i X X X 3 
Importance o-r reduction •••••••• ) x ' x 2 
Construction of blast furnace ••• ) x : x x x 4 
The charge • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x : x I 2 
Operation of furnace. • • • • • • • • • • 1 x .· x x 3 
Chemical actio·n •••••••••••••••• I x i x 2 
Purpose of flux ••••••••••••••• ·• x :. x x x 4 
Night-and-day operat ion........ x : 1 
A1uminother.mics •••••••••••••••••• 
Influence of heat energy on 
chemical reactions ••••••••••• 
Purposes of aluminothermics •••• 
Go~dschmidt reduction process •• 
Ther.mite in welding •••••••••••• 
Metal repacement ••••••••••••••••• 
Use of mone metal for another. 
Use of replacement table ••••••• 




x i x 




X j X 
X 
The alkali Family •••••••••••••••••• X · X X X 





Discovery and occurrence ••••••• 
Metallic sodium •••••••••••••••• 
Preparation-the Downs Cell ••••• 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Uses • ••••••••••.••••••••••••••• 
Sodium vapor lamp •••••••••••••• 
Sodium peroxide •••••••••••••••• 
Occurrence of sodium clibride ••• 
Properties and uses of sodium 
x ; x 







x :· x i x 
i 
I 
cthloride. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I x , x i X 
Properties and uses of soditml 
hydroxide •• o. o ••••• .•••••••••• 
P:repara tion. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ] 
Two carbonates of sodium ••••••• •j 
The Soatvay process ••••••••••••• ' 
Le Blanc Process ••••••••••••••• l 
I 
; 
x ~ x :x 
X · X X 
XX X •x 















































Properties and uses of sodium 
carbonate. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x x 
Sodium bicargonate ••••••••••••• x x 
Other sodium compounds ••••••••• x x 
Comparison with ammonium 
compounds •••••••••••••••••••• 
Potassium and its qompounds •••••• x 
Occurrence ••••••••••••••••••••• x 
Search for potassium ••••••••••• x 
P:repara tion •••••••••••••••••••• 
Substitution of sodium. compound 
for potassium compour.il ••••••• x 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••••• ; x 
Unusual reactions •••••••••••••• : x 
Properties and uses of potassium 
hydroxide •••••••••••••••••••• 
Compounds of potassium ••••••••• x 
The Flame Test ••••••••••••••••••• x 
Identification of metals by color 
of flame. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
Dispersion of light by a prism. 
Use of spectrocope ••••••••••••• x 










C D Total 
X X 4 
X X 4 









x ; x : 
x ; ' X j 


















Calc i urn Family ••••••••••••••••••••• X X X X 4 
Calcium and its Compounds •••••••• 
Properties and p:eeparation of 
the metall •••••••.••••••••••• 
Occurrence of calcium carbonate 
Limestone •••••••••••••••••••• 
Calcite •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Marble • ••.••••••••••••••••••• 
Shells . .•............•..... . . 
Precipated chalk ••••••••••••• 
Formation of caves ••••••••••••• 
Uses of calcium carbonate •••••• 
Manufacture of calcium oxide ••• 
P:roperties and uses o:f calcium 
oxide . ......••.•....•.•.. • ••• 
x lx 
x ; x 



































TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Textbooks 
Topics 
A B C D Total 
Hydration of quicklime ••••••••• x x x 3 
Properties and uses of calcium 
hydroxide • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • x 1 x x x 4 Mortar • • . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • x .: x x x . 4 
Plaster •••••••••••••.•••••••••• x x x x · 4 
Stucco. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 1 
Concrete. • • . • • • • • • • . • . • . • • • • • • . x x x . 3 
Uses of calcium sulfate........ x x x : 3 
Other calcium compounds •••.•••• · x x 2 
Plaster of Paris............... x x 2 
Calcium carbide................ x 1 
Calcium cyanamide. • • • • • • • • • • • • • x ! 1 
Calcium chloride............... x x 2 
Calcium phosphate.............. x x x ; 3 
Calcium fluoride............... x 1 
Calcium arsenate............... x · 1 
Test for ealcium............... x 1 
Barium and Strontium ••••••••••••• , x x x 
Dnportant barium compounds ••••• ! x 
Strontium compounds •••••••••••• ~ x 
Barium sulfate in medicine •••.• x x 
I 
Magnesium Family ••••••••••••••••••• l x 
I 
X X X 
Magnesium and its compounds, ••••• ! x 
Occurrence •••••••••••• . • •••••••• I x 
Extractio·n ••••••••••••••• • • • • • • li x 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••••• x 
Uses ••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 1,· x 
Useful magBesium compounds. • • • • x 
AliUs of magnesium ••••••••••••• 1· 
l~esium carbonate ••••••.••••• 
Magnesium silicates •••••••••••• I 
Magnesium su1£ate ••••.••••••••• 
Magnesium oxide and hydroxide •• 
X X X 
x ! x x 
X X 
X X X 
X X 





Zinc and its compounds ••••••••••• 
Occurrence •••••••••••••••• • •••• 
Chief ores of zinc ••••••••••••• 
Extraction ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Physical properties •••••••••••• 
x ; x 
x ! x 
x l 
x ! x 



































Chemical behavior •••••••••••••• x 
Important uses ••••••••••••••••• x 
Gal va.:niz ing • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Coiiiiilon alloys • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • x 
Test for zinc •••••••••••••••••• x 
Zinc oxide and hydcoxide ••••••• x 
Zinc salts ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Zinc chloride •••••••••••••••••• x 
Zince sulfate ••••••••••••••••• ·• x 
Zinc sulfide • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · x 








Cadmi~ and its compounds •••••••• 
Compounds of cadmiun ••••••.•••• 
X X 
X 
















Aluminum and its compounds ••••••••• X X X X 
Occurrence ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Manufacture of aluminum •••••••• 
Physical properties ••••••• · ••••• 
Chemical behavior •••••••••••••• 
Uses of aluminum ••••••••••••••• 
Artificial gems. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • i 






X Aluminum oxide ••••••••••••••••• 
Chemical behavior of aluminum j 
hydroxide ••••••••••••••••••••• i x 
Uses of aluminum hydroxi de ••••• l x 
Amphoteric hydroxides •••••••••• 
~ne physics of color ••••••••••• 
The chemistry of color ••••••••• 
Properties of good dyes •••.•••• 
Kinds of dyes •••••••••••••••••• 
Acid ••• .•..••••••...•.•.•••.. 
Basic • ...•..•..............•. 


















L.a.kes • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
AltliilS • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
X X 
Silicates of aluminum •••••••••• 
Aluminum sulfate ••••••••••••••• 
HYdrolysis of salts of alwninum. 
X : x 
















X ' X 













































TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Textbooks 
Topics 
A . B C D Total 
Making dough light for baking •• 
Alcoholic fermentation ••••••• 
Action of sour mila on sodium 
bicarbonate •••••••••••••••• 
Baking powders ••••••••••••••• 
Reactions of baking powders •••• 
The Iron Family •••••••••••••••••••• 
Iron and Steel •••••••••••••• • .••• 
Importa.Il.ce ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ores of iron ••••••••••••••••••• 
Occurrence ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Iron of commerce ••••••••••••••• 
r~~fini~ • •.. .••...••.....•...•.••. 
Open-pit .............•....•• 
Shaf t • ..........•.... • • · · · · • • 
Stripping •••••••••••••••••••• 
Cast il'on •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Wrought iron ••••••••••••••••••• 
Steel . ...........•............. 




X X X X 
X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X 
X X X 






X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X 
cast and wrought iron and steelx X 
Uses of iron ••••••••••••••••••• x 
Manufacture of steel ••••••••••••• 
Microscopic study of iron and 
steel •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Manufacturing process •••••••••• 
Bessemer converter ••••••••••••• 
Bessemer process ••••••••••••••• 
Problems in Bessemer process ••• 
Open hearth process •••••••••••• 
Steel from an electric furnace. 
Combination of processes ••••••• 
Crucible stee1 ••..•.••••••••••• 
Purification of steel •••••••••• 
Working the steel •••••••••••••• 
Tempering steel •••••••••••••••• 
Casehardening soft stee1 ••••••• 
Properties of stee1 •••••••••••• 
Testing steel •••••••••••••••••• 
X X X X 
X 
x X 1 X x 
X X X X 
X X X ' X 
X X 
X X X X 





X X X X 
X X 







































TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Textbooks 
Topics 
A B ; C D Total 
Special steels ••••••••••••••••• x 
Uses of steel ••••••••.••••••••• 
Iron and Its Compounds ••••••••••• x x 
X X 
X 
Properties of iron ••••••••••••• x x 
Protecting iron •••••••••••••••• x x x 
Oxides and hydroxides of iron.. x x x 
Rusting of iron~............... x x x 
:Valence vhanges in oxidation 
and reduction ••••••••••••.••• x x x : x 
Ferrous salts·. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x x x 
Ferrous sulfate •••••••••••••• x x 
Ferrous chloride............. , x x 
Ferric salts................... x , x x 
Ferric chloride •••••••••••••• x x x 
Ferric sulfate............... x 
Other compounds of iron •••••••• x x x . x 
Sulfides of iron............. x": x 
Sodium and potassium ferro-
cyanide············~····••• x x x ; x 
Potassium ferricyanide ••••••• ' x x x x 
Inks--composition •••••••••••••• - x x x x 
Printer's ink................ ;x 
India irlk. •••••••••••••••••••• 
1\TJ.arking inks ••••••••.••.••••• 
Indelible inks ••••••••••••••• 
Removal of inks and stains 
from textiles................ x 
Blueprints ••••••••••••••••••••• · x x 
Alloys of iron ••••••••••••••••• · x 
Nickel and its Compounds ••••••••• x x 
Occurrence and properties •••••• x x 
Uses ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• x x 
Compounds of nickel •••••••••••• x x 
Cobalt and its Compounds ••••••••• x x 
Uses of cobalt and its alloys •• x x 
Compounds of cobalt •••••••••••• x x 
x i x 
x 1 x 
X ! X I 
x ! x 
I X X 
x j x 
x i x j 
; 
X i X 


































TABLE I ( CCNTilJlJED) 71 
Textbooks 
Topics I , -A-:--:i~B=---=c--::n::----=T:-o-=-ta~l=--
1 i 
The Copper Family andMercury ••••••• I x ; x 
l Copper and its Compounds ••••••••• x ; x x x 
Occurrence ••••••••••••••••••••• 1 x x x x 
Extraction........... • • • • • • • • • • x 
Blister copper ••••••••••••.•••• x 
Refining copper •••••••••••••••• x 
Pro-perties. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
Uses. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
Electrotyping •••••••••••••••••• 
Commonalloys ••••••••••••••••••• x 
Copper compounds............... x 
Cuprous compounds •••••••••••••• 
Cupric compounds ••••••••••••••• x 
Cupric oxide ••••••••••••••••• , x 
Cupric sulfate ••••••••••••••• ; x 
Cupric sulfide ••••••••••••••• i 
Test for cupric ions ••••••••••• ~ 
Silver and Its eompounds ••••••••• i X 
Occurrence ••••••••••••••••••••• : x 
Extraction ••••••••••••••••••••• i x 
X 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••••• i x 
Uses • ••.••••••••••••••••••••••• ; 
Compounds of silver •••••••••••• ! x 
Halogen salts of silver •••••••• ; 
Principal steps in photography. i x 









x ; x 
:x 
X - X 
X X 
X I X 
i X J 
X i 
i 
x l x 
x i 
X ~ X 
' X j X 
X ) X 
X {X 
X 
x l x 












Making the negative •••••••••• l x ' x ' x x 
Making the :~rrint ••••••••••••• : x x , x 1~-oc 
Microfilm •••••••••••••••••••••• . 
Mercury and I ts Compounds •••••••• · 
Occurrence ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Unusual nature ••••••••••••••••• 
Chemical behavior •••••••••••••• 
Ainalg'"aD'ls • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 
Compounds of mercury ••••••••••• 
Meraury-vapor lamp ••••••••••••• 















X · X 
' X 

















































Gold••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• X X 
Occurrence ••••••••••••••••••••• x x 
Extraction ••••••••••••••••••••• x x 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••••• x x 
Purposes.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x x 
Go~d compounds ••••••••••••••••• x 
Test for gold •.•••••••.•••••••• 
The Tin and Lead Family •••••••••••• x x 
Tin and Its Compounds •••••••••••• · x x 
History •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Occurrence ••••••••••••••••••••• x x 
Metallurgy . ...................• ~ x x 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••••• x x 
Uses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x 
Soldering and brazing.......... x 
Alloys.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
Chlorides of Tin ••••••••••••••• · x 
Stannous or stannic compounds. • x x 





































Uses • •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Al~s .... .........••••••••••..• 
Lead sulfide ••••••••••••••••••• 
Lead oxide •••••••.••••••••••••• 
Ei tharge .• .•.....•....•.....• 
Red lead ••••.••••••••••.••••• 
Lead peroxide •••••••••••••••• 
Storage batteries •••••••••••••• 
The Paint Industry ••••••••••••••• 
Definition of paint and finish. 
Constituents of a good paint ••• 
Vehicle •......••............. 











x · x 
X 
X X 













































TABLE I ( CO:N"TINmD) 
Topics 
Paint pigments ••••••••••••••••• 
Vlllite lead ••••••••••••••••••• 
'1'1le Carter proc es·s •••.••••••• 
The Dutch process •••••••••••• 
Zinc oxide ••••••••••••••••••• 
Lithopone •••••••••••••••••••• 
Titanium dioxide ••••••••••••• 
Coloried pig~ments ••••••••••• 




Thumbnail Sketches of Elements ••••• 
~-~a.Ilg'anese • ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ferromanganese ••••••••••••••• 
Compounds of manganese ••••••• 
Manganese salts •••••••••••••• 
Importance to steel indus try. 
Potassium per.manganate ••••••• 
Chromitml •• ••••••.••....•....••. 
Ferrocbromium •••••••••••••••• 
Compounds of chromium •••••••• 
Chromic acid and chromates ••• 
Potassium dichromate ••••••••• 
Chromium electroplating •••••• 
1~ufacture of leather ••••••• 
PlatinUIIl ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••• 
Uses • •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
As a catalyst •••••••••••••••• 
Palladitml . .................... . 
Iriditml • •...... .••...•.••.•..•.• 
Textbooks 
X · X X 
X X X X 
X X ' X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X . X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 
' 
X i X 
x · 
X 
Jl! . X 













x ; x 
x , X X 
X , X X 














Rhodi 1.lll1. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x ~ 
Tllllgsten • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x · x x 
Molybdenum •••••••••••••••••••••• x x x 
Vailadiurn....................... x x x 


















































TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Topics 
Thorium and Cerium ••••••••••••• 
SeleniUlll ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Tell~i'Uill •••••••..•.•.•••..•.•• 
Tantal.l.ml • •••••••••••••••••••••• 
C~l1.llllbitml • ••.••.•••.•••. , •••.•• 
Qualitative analysis ••••••••••• 
Rad.i urn and the Transmutation of 
Textbooks 
A I B C D I To tal 
x ! 
X X X 










Elements •••••••••••••••••••••• " • • x 1 x , x x 4 
Becquerel's discovery •••••••••• 
Discovery of radium--Curie ••••• 
Properties of radium ••••••••••• 
Affects photographic plate ••• 
Discharge an electroscope •••• i 
Produce fluoresceuaQ ••••.•••• 
Chemically active •••.•••••••• 
Physiological effects •••••••• 
Glow in dark ••••••••••••••••• 
Emit heat continuously ••••••• 
Rare and expensive ••••••••••• 
Nature of Becquerel rays ••••••• 
Radon • •....••••.•..•••.....•.•• · 
Use of radium •••••••••••••••••• 
Disintegration of atoms •••••••• 
Life history of radium ••••••••• : 
Radioactive elements and the 
periodic table ••••••••••••••• · 
The transmutation of elements •• 
Artifidial transmutation of 
the atom ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Atomic projectiles •• new elements 
A tom smashers--cyclotron ••••••• • 
Artificial radio-active atoms •• · 
Wilson cloud chamber •••••••••.•• 
Atomic fission ••••••••••••••••• 
Anew electron accelerato·r--
Betatron •••••••••••.••••••••• : 
Mass-Energy relation--Einstein. : 
Mass and energy in nuclear 
reactionQ •.•.•••••••••••••••• 
~ 
X X X 
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TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Textbooks 
Topi.cs 
I A ' B C ' D Total 
Plutoni l.lJJl • ••••••••••••••••••••• • : 
The atomic power pile. • • • • • • • • • I 




Organic Chemistry ••••••••.••••••••• X X , X ~ X 4 
Petroleum and Petroleum Products. x 
Definition of organic compounds 
St6uctural formulas •••••••••••• 
Sources of carbon compounds •••• x 
Petro leurn. • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
Occurrence. • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
First use •••••••••••••••••••••• 
:Extraction. • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
Refining........................ x 
Some petroleum fractions ••••••• i x 
Refiners increase yield of 
gasoline ••••••••••••••••••••• x 
The cracking process ••••••••• x 
Hydrogenation of hydrocarbcns x 
Riymer gasoline •••••••••••••• x 
Casing-head gasoline......... x 
Functions of the automobile 







X x : X 
X X 
x ' x : x 
X ' X ; X 
x · 
















cylinder ••••••••••••••••••••• : x 1 
Substitutes for petroleum •••••• l x x 2 
The Bergius process •••••••••• ; x . , x ·. x 3 
Use of the power of alcohol •• x 1 
Uses of petroleum products ••••• ; x x 2 
As solvents •••••••••••••••••• ' x : x 2 
As fuels • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x : x 2 
As lubricants... • • • • • • • • • • • • • x , x . 2 
High octane gasoline ••••••••••• ; x i x ·. x • x 4 
Gasoline in household-dangerous i x : 1 
Hydrocarbons ••••••••••••••••••••• X X X X 
·:- ..:.:·· ·:,Nmlisr. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••• 
Homologous series •••.•••••••• x 
Saturated and unsaturated •••• 
Methane--marsh gas ••••••••••• x 
X 
X 
X · X 
X 








TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Textbooks 
Topics 
A !B C D Total 
Methane series ••••••••••••••••• 
Ethylene ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Acetylene •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Benzol, coal tar products •••••• 
Straight -chain and ring 
foi'Illulas ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Other useful hydrocarbons •••••• 
Atomic hydrogen flame •••••••••• 
Substitution derivatives of 
hydrocarbons ••••••••••••••••• 
Fo·I"'l1a tion •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Chlorofo:r'lll • .•••..•••..•.••.••.• 
Iodofoi'Ill ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Carbon tetrachloride ••••••••••• 
Dye industry and substitution 
products •• .••••••••••••••••••• 
Addition derivatives of 
hydrocarbons ••••••••••••••••• 
A1c_olh.ols • •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Natl.lre •••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 
l~ufacture of methanol •••••••• 
Properties and uses of methanol 
Formula of ethyl alcohol ••••••• 
Manufacture of ethanol ••••••••• 
Properties of ethanol •••••••••• 
ED.z yxne s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
· x ; X X 
X X 




X X X X 
x ; x . x 
X 
' X 1 X ' X 
X 1 X , X 
x ; x X 
X 
X X X 
X X 
X , X X 
X X 
X ' 
x ; x x 
X \ X X 













Physiological effects of aleoho~ x 
Uses of ethanol •••••••••••••••• i x 
Denatured alcohol •••••••••••••• x )x 
Alcoholic beverages •••••••••••• x ' x 
Butyl alcohol.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x ·. x 
Glycol . .•...•••.......•..•••..• 
Glycerine ••••••• .••••••••••••••• 
Phenol ••••• .•..•••.••.••.••..•• 
Ethers--Organic Oxides ••••••••••• 
Ethyl ether •••••••••••••••••••• 
Other ethers ••••••••••••••••••• 
; X 
X ' X 












































TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Textbooks 
Topics 
A lB C D Total l 
Aldeh1.7des •..•••.•••••.••••••••••• .l~ " X X 
X 
X X 
-atl.lre • •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Fornlaldehyde •••••••••••••••••• .• X X 
X X Organic Acids •••••••••••••••••••• 
Occurrence ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Formic acid ••••••••••••••••••• i 
X . X 
X X 
Manufacture of acetic acid ••••• 
Composition of vinegar ••••••••• 
Chemical changes in making 
x · x 
X 
vinegar •••••••••••••••••••••• ~ x 
Properties and uses of acetic 
acid ...• ...........•.•..•.... X 
Oxalic acid ~m sawdust •••••••• ~ x 
Common fruit acids ••••••••••••• 
Tartaric acid •••••••••••••••••• 
Citric acid •••••••••••••••••••• 
Salicylic acid ••••••••••••••••• 







l Ethereal Salts or Esters ••••••••• 
Nature of esters ••••••••••••••• 
X • X 
x l x 







Composition of oils and fats... ix 
Saponification................. x l . 
Manufacture o·f soap •••••••••••• , x j x ~ x 
Kinds of soaps ••••••••••••••••• ; x I ' 
Properties of soap ••••••••••••• ; i x ) x 
Fillers and adulterants in soap l x l ~ 
Action of soaps with hard water 11, , . Special soaps •••••••••••••••••• 1 x J x ! x 
Refinhg of vegetable oils .••.•• i j x ' 
Butter ••••••••••••••••••••••••• { x l x : 
Oleomargarine •••.••••••••••••••• t x J x 
t l X Coal. Tar compounds ••••••••••••••• Source of coal tar ••••••••••••• 
Composition of coal tar •••••••• 
Properties and uses of coal 
tar compounds •••••••••••••••• 
. x ;: 























































TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
l Textbooks 




Carbolic acid •••••••••••••••• 1 x x 
Cresylic acid................ x 
Naphthalene.................. x 
Anthracene.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
Co·al tar dyes •••••••••••••••••• , x x x Pitch.......................... x 
Other carbon Compounds ••••••••••••• X X X X 









Sugar refining ••••••••••••••••• 
Polarized light ••••••••••••.••• 
Disaccharides •••••••••••••••.••• 
Nature of cane sugar ••••••••••• 
Properties ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Chemical conduct ••••••••••••••• 
Isomeric compounds .•••••••••••• 
MilR sugar ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cheese • ••••••••••••••••••• • • • •• 







J~;'fal tose •••••••••••••••••••••••• I x 
Nature and occurrence of starch i x 
Cellulose •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Dextrine ••••••••••••••••••••••• l x 
Pectin • ...................... •·• 1 x 
Carbohydrates in plants •••.•••• j 
The Paper Industry ••••••••••••••• 


























Textiles •••••••••••••.••••••••••• X X X X 
Fibers in clothing ••••••••••••• 
Source of wool ••••••••••••••••• 
Properties of wool ••••••••••••• 
Synthetic wool ••••••••••••••••• 
Source of si~ •.••••••••••••••• 
Properties of silk ••••••••••••• 
Vegetable fabrics •••••••••••••• 
Mercerized cotton •••••••••••••• 
Linen •••• •••••••••••••••••••••• 




















































TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Topics 1 ~--,.....T-e.,..xt_b_o_o_k_s _____ _ 
[ A B C D Total 
Manufacture of rayon ••••••••••• x x x x 4 
Rayons from cellulose acetate •• x 1 
. Nylon. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x x · x x 4 
Vinyon ••••••••••••••••••••••••• x 1 
Lalli tal........................ x 1 
Fibers from glass •••••••••••••• x x x 3 
Asbestos....................... x 1 
Identification of common fibers : x 1 
Dry cleaning. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 1 
Eellophane ••••••••••••••••••••• x x x 3 
Kitrocellulose................. x x 22 
Uses of nitrocellulose......... x x 2 
: 
Gums, Resins, Varnishes, LacquaB j x x X • X 
Useful gums •••••••••••••••••••• ' x 
'!Resins • •••••••••••••••••••••••• \ x X 
Manufacture of varnish ••••••••• x x 
Properties of good varnsih ••••• x 
X I X 
I X . I X ] Shellac . ...................•... 
Lacquers. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x x 
x : 
! X X 
Plastics......................... x 
Plastic age. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
Source of rubber ••••••••••••••• i 
Manufacture of rubber •••••••••• ~ .x 
Goodyear's discovery ••••••••••• 
Rubber substitutes ••••••••••••• x 
Buna rubber. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
Thiokol... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
Neoprene ••••••••••••••••••••• x 
Alneripol ••••••••••••••••••••• x 
Koroseal.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
Reclaiming rubber •••••••••••••• 
Compounded rubber articles ••••• 
Bakelite. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • x 
Plexiglas ••••••••••••••.••••••• x 
Luci te ••• ..•.••.•••••..••.....• i x 
Celluloid •••••••••••••••••••••• x 
Pyralin. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • x 
X X X 
X 
X X 
X x : 
X 







X ! X 
X 
X I X X 


























Tii.BLE I (CONTINUED) 
Textbooks 
Topics 
A ' B ' C D :Total 
Foods . ..•••••.•.•••..•..•.••...•• 
~ature of fooss •••••••••••••••• 
Kinds of food •••••••••••••••••• 
Proteins ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Fats .. .......................•. 
Carbohydrates •••••••••••••••••• 
Atlinerals ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Average chemical compositi on of 
the hUDlan body •••..••••••••• 
rJ.Iilk • •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Vi tarnins • ..................•••. 
Vitamin A •••••••••••••••••••• 
Vi taJD.in B • •••.•••••••.••.•.•• 
Vi tarn in C •••••••••••••••••••• 
Vitamin D • .•.•...••....••.••• 
Vi tam in E •••••••••••••••.•••• 
Vitamin G . ....•.....••••....• 
Vi tan1in K • ••••••••••••••••••• 
Vitamin.PP ..•........•••..•.• 
Service rendered by foods •••••• ; 
Why and how foods are cooked ••• 
Amount and nature of foods 
necessary for health ••••••••• 
Pure food and drug act 1906 •••• 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosme1ic 
Act 1938 ••...... ......•.....• 
Spoiiliage of foods •••••••••••••• 
Preserving foods ••••••••••••••• 
Dehy~a tion •••••••••••••••••• , 
Cann1ng • ••••••••••••••••••••• · 
Preserving ••••••••••••••••••• 
Pickling . ........•........... 
Sal tin..g •• e ••••••••••••••••••• 
Srnokin..g ••• ••••••••••••••••••• 
Refrigeration •••••••••••••••• 
Chemical preservatives ••••••• 
Food adulterant •••••••••••••••• 

































































































TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Textbooks 
Topics 
A B C D I Total 
i 
Medicine Cabinet •••••••••••••••••• : x x 
Chemistry and medicine ••••••••• •: x 
Alkaloids •••••••••••••••••••••• · x x 
Active poisons ••••••••••••••••• x 
Cosmetics •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Nature •••••••.••••••.•••••••••• 
Face P6vider •••••••••••••••••••• 
Face Crea.rn ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cleansing creams ••••••••••••••• 
Deodorants ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Depilatories ••••••••••••••••••• 
Rot.Jg'e • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Lipstick . ..................... . 













Recent Applications of Chemistry ••• X X i X X 
Using Was~Materials ••••••••••••• 
Polymerization ••••••••••••••••••• 
New Drugs and Medicines •••••••••• 
Sulfanila.rnide •.•••••••••••••••• 
Sulfapyridine •••••••••• .•••••••• 
Household applications ••••••••••• 
Freon (refrigerant) •••••••••••• , 
Calgon (sodium metaphosphate) •• 1 
Viscose process (rayon) •••••••• 1 
Cellulose sponge •••••••• • • • • • • • I 
~:·?New Electric Lamps ••••••••••••••• 













































TABLE I (CONCLUDED) 
I Textbooks Topics ' ~--~--~~~-=~~~-A B C D Total 
A d . I X ppen 1.xes ••••••••••••••••••••••••• x . x X 
Chemical library ••••••••••••••••• 
Farenheit and Centigrade 
X X 
Thermometers ••••••••••••••••••• X X 
Table of solubilities •••••••••••• 
Metric English equivalents ••••••• 
Solubility of gases in water •••••• x 
Solubility of solids in water •••• : x 
Physical constants of important 
x ; x 
x ' x 
elements ....•...... • .......... . 
Hea t of formation of compounds •••• 
Densities of important gases ••••• 
Vapor tension of water in 
x : X 
x: 
x · x 













millimeters of mercury ••••••••• 
Identification of gases •••••••••• 
IDdentification of metals ...•••••• 
Scale of hardness •••••••••••••••• 
Table of elements •••••••••••••••• 
Some common substances.,.chemical 
X j X X X , 
names and formulas ••••••••••••• 
Ansv;ers to Problems •••••••••••••• 
Eminent chemists ••••••••••••••••• 
Emportant chemical tests ••••••••• 
Glossary of technical terms •••••• 
Index • ............................• 
! l X 
• j 
X i X X 
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Findings. The total number of different major topics 
in the composite outline of the four high-school textbooks 
of chemistry was 47. The number of major topics in each 
book was: A, 43; B, 47; c, 41; D, 42. The average number 
of majpr topics per book was 43.2. Forty or 85.1 percent 
83 
o;f the 47 major topics were included in all four books. 
Forty-four or 93.6 percent of the major topics were found in 
three or more of the four books. 
The total number of different major and minor topics 
found in the four books was 159. The number of major and 
minor topics in each book was: A, 147; B, 159; c, 141; 
D, 140. The average number of major and minor topics per 
book was 146.8. 
Marked agreement by the authors was noted in the 
inclusion of the following topics: 
Elements, mixtt~es and compounds 
Matter and its changes 
Oxygen 
Hydrogen 
Gas volumes vary with temperature and pressure 
Water 
Valence 
'Iwo oxides of carbon 
Sulfur and suffides 
Oxides and acids of sulfur 
Halogen family 
Periodic law--atomic numbers 
Nitrogen in peace and war 
Alkali family 
Calcium family 
Aluniinum and its compounds 
Copper family and mercury 
Tin and lead frunily 
Average agreement was evidenced by the authors 
on the inclusion of· the fol l owing topics: 
Science of matter and energy 
Solution and crysta llization 
Molecules and atoms 
Chemica l equations and problems 
Carbon 
Composition of air 
Acids, bases and salts 
Ionization theory of solution 
The colloical state 
84 
Phosphorous and other members of the nitrogen f arrd:_ly 




Thumbnail sketches of elements 
Radium and the transmutat ion of elements 
Organic chemistry 
Appendixes 
Little or noagreement among authors existed on t he 
inclusion of the following topics: 
Water and. its puria!ication 
Structure of the atom 
Atomic t heory 
11/Iolecular weights 
Fuels and flames 
Equilibrium, reversible and end reactions 
Chemistry of agriculture 
Occurrence and extraction of metals 
Other carbon. compounds 
Recent applications of chemistry 
CRl1.PTER. III 
ASSIGNJVIF~'\JT OF MAJOR TOPIC S TO PRINCIPLES 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this part of the investigation 
was to assign to principles of physical science those 
topics, from the composite topical outline, which a 
study of mig·ht reasonably be expected to contribute 
to the development of an understanding of the 
principles. 
Techniques Employed 
Each of the 47 major subject-matter topics found 
in the composite topical outline was examined carefully 
f or possible assignment to principles of physical 
science. Each of these principles was written on a 
card and numbered for greater convenience in checking . 
wnenever, in the op inien of the investigator, a study 
of a topic might reasonably- be expected to contribute 
to the development of an understanding of one or more 
principles in Wise's 67 list of 272 principles of 
67 Harold E. Wise, A Determination of the Relative 
Importance of Principles of Physical Science for General 
Educa tion. Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University 
of Michigan, 1941. 
85 
86 
peysical science, the topic was assighed to the principle. 
To insure the defensibility of the assignment of 
each top ic to the princip l e , a lis t of the principles 
and the to) ics assigned to each principle was presented 
to each of three qualigied teachers* of high-school 
chemistry, with the following letter: 
Dear Sir: 
I am presenting to you a list of those physical 
principles of Wise relating to chemi .stry. One or more 
major subject-matter topics from high-school textbooks 
of chemistry has been assigned to each principle 
A topic v.ras assi~lled to a principle i f a study of the 
topic might reasonably blf expected to contribute to the 
developement of an understanding of the principle. An 
example of a principle and its subject-mat ter topics 
follows: 
1~~ . The activity of an acid or base is proportional 
to the degree of ionization of the compound when in 
solution. 
Acids, bases . and salts 
Ionization theory of solution 
vVhen several principles rzould be developed by the 
same topics, these principles were grouped together 
and the assigned topics placed after the last principle 
in the group, a s follows: 
94. The higher the tempera ture of the air the grea ter 
the amount of moisture required to saturate it. 
95. The atmospheric pressure decreases as the altitude 
increa ses. 
The air and its composition 
* The validators are the same as those listed 
on page 30. 
I am submitting t h is to you with the request 
that you survey the list of principles, and their 
assigned topics to judge whether the assignment 
of each top ic to the principle is defensible. If 
you do not find this to be t he ca se, please make a 
note of the topic and the number of· the principle 




If the assigninent was questioned , the investigator 
explained t o the specialist, the reason for so mru(ing 
the assignment. In all such cases, the special ist 
accepted as defensible, the original assignment. 
Table II, which f ollows, shows the assigbments 
of the major top ics to principles of' physical science. 
TABLE II 
ASSIGNTilENTS OF THE IvLA.J-OR TOPICS FOUliD I N FOu"""R HIGH-SCHOOL 
TEXTBOOKS OF CHEMISTRY TO ONE I-rilliDRED FOURTEEN 
PRI NCIPLES OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
*1. A few elements are inert or chemically inactive 
because their atoms are so constructed as to be complete 
in th~nselves; i.e., their outer electron rings have 
no tendency to gain or lose electrons. 
Valence 
The air and its composition 
2. The properties of the elements show periodic 
variations with their atomic numbers. 
Elements, mixtures and compounds 
Periodic law, a torni ic nwabers 
3. The total mass of a quantity of matter is not altered 
by any chemica l changes occurring amongthe materials 
composing it. 
Elements, mixtures and compoLmds 
Oxygen 
4. Solids e~e liquefied and liquids are vaporized by 
-.. heat; the amount of heat used in thi s process, for a 
given mass and a given substance, tsispecif ic and equals 
that g iven off in the reverse process. 
5. The rate of evaporation of liquids varies with 
temperature, area of expose€! surface and s a turation 
and circulation of the gas in contact with the liquid. 
6. The rate of vaporization decreases with an increase 
of concentration of t he vapor in the gas in contact with 
the liquid, the temperature remaining constant. 
7. Condensation will occurr when a vapor is at its 
satura tion point i f centers of condensation are available 
and i f heat is wi thdravm. 
*Table II may be read thus: The principle "a Few 
elements, etc." may be developed through the top ics 
"valence"and "the air and its composition". 
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TJ'BLE II ( COJ\i'"T H.JUED ) 
8. The heat of formation of any chemical compound equals 
its heat of decomposition. 
9. ~~en a chemical change takes place without the addition 
of heat from an external source, that substance which has 
the greatest heat of formation will tend to form. 
10. The amount of heat wlhich a constant mass of a liquid 
or solid acquires when its temperature ~ises a given 
amount is ri!id.entical with the amount it gives off when its 
temperature falls by that amount. 
11. The lower the temperature of a body, the less the 
amount of energy is radiated; the higher the temperature, 
the greater is the amount of energ;y radiated. 
*12. 'JEqual amounts of heat raise equal numbers of' atoms 
of all elements in the solid state through nearly equa l 
interuals of temper ature. 
~Eatter and its chant§;es. 
12. In every sample of any compound substance formed, 
the proportion by wieght of the eonstituent elements 
is always the same as long as the isotopic compositions 
of each element is constant. 
Elements, mixtures and compounds 
Atomic structure 
14. A fluid has a tendency to move from a reg'ion of 
higher pressure to one of lower pressure; the gTeater 
the difference, the faster the movement. 
15. Heat is liberated when a gas is compressed, and is 
absorbed when a gas expands. 
16. Gases may be converted ~nto liquids by reducing the 
speed of their molecules. 
* The topics assigned to principle number 12 are also 
considered to be assigned to principles numbers 4 through 11. 
TABLl~ I I (CONTINUED) 
*1.7. A gas always tends to expand throughout the whole 
space available. 
States of matter 
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18. Every chemical element when heated to incandescence 
in a gaseous state has a characteristic glow and a 
characteristic spectrum which can be used to identify 
very small quantities of the element and which is 
related to the molecular and atomic structure of the gas. 
The alkali family 
19. Atoms have great sub-atomic energy. 
20. Radioactive emission involves nuclear changes. 
**21. Elements may be changed into other elements. 
Radium and the tr211smutation of elements 
22. Diffusible substances tend to scatter from the point 
of greatest concentra tion until all points are at equal 
concentration. 
Hydrogen 
Colloidal sta te 
Solution and crystallization 
Equilibrium and end reactions 
23. The r ates of many reactions are affected by the presence 
of substances wfuich do not enter into the completed 




24. Energy can never be created or destroyed; it can 
be changed from one form to another with exact equivalence. 
* The top ics assigned to principle number 17 are GJ.lso 
considered to be assigned to principles 14, 15, and 16. 
**Thetopics as s igned to principle number 21 are also 
considered to be assigned to principles 19 and 20. 
T.ABLE II ( COlifTINUl:D ) 
25. All matter is composed of single elements or com-
bins.tions of several elements and csn be analyzed by 
uhemical processes and divided into these constituents. 
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26. Heat is conducted by t he trans-fer of kinetic energy 
f rom molecule to molecule. 
27. No chemica l change occurrs without an accompanying 
energy change. 
28. The energy which a body possesses on account of its 
position or form is called potentia l energy and is 
measured by the work which was done in order to bring 
it into the specified condition. 
29. The energy which a body possessess on accotmt of 
its motion is called kinetic energy and is proportional 
to its mass and the square of its velocity. 
*30. Iiffatter may be transformed into energy and energy 
into matter; t he sum-totaln) matter plus energy, remains 
constant. 
The science of matter and energy 
31. Most a toms have t he property of losing, ga lnlng, 
or sharing a number of outer shell electrons. 
Changes in matter 
Structure of the atom 
Valence 
The iron family 
3 2 . The rate of osmosis is directly proportional to 
the difference in concentration on opposite sides of 
the meijlbfane. 
Hydrogen 
The colloidal sta te 
33. The electrons within an a tom form shells about the 
nucleus, each of which conta ins a de£inite number of 
elect~ ons. 
Matter and its changes 
Structure of the atom 
Ionization 
: , __ • * ,:-1:tl,e -;: tpp~G~ q.,~~J_gn_~-9- <:,tq1 P:~iJ?:qJJt+.e.··:lil.i.Wl~er,_ .. 3'? -ar--e -~~ .. 
considered to be assigned to principles numbered 24 through 29. 
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TABLE II (CONTI1Rrrm) 
34. Each element has its own characteristic ~-ray spectrilln. 
Periodic Law--atomic numbers 
Radium and the transmutation of elements 
35. Reactions occmrrmng a t ordinary tempera tures are 
predominately exothermic. 
36. Surface rea tions predominate in all non-homogeneous 
reactions. 
37. Most bodies e:r;:pand on heating and contract on cooling ; 
the amount of change depending upon the change i n 
temperature. 
*38 . All substances are made up of small particles called 
molecules wh ich are alike in the same substance (except 
for variations in molecular weight d~e to isotopes) but 
dif ferent in defferent substances. 
Matter and its changes 
39. Wben different amounts of one element are found in 
combination with a fixed weignt of another element (in a 
series of compounds) the d ifferent weights of the first 
element are related to each other by rat ios which may 
be expressed by small whole numbers. 
Water 
The atomic theory 
40. Acids and bases ane substances which in water 
solution ionize to give hydrogen and hydroxyl ions, 
respectively, from their constituent elements. 
**41. The exchange of the negative and positive ions of 
acids and bases results in the formation of water and a 
salt. 
Acids, bases, and salts 
*The top ics assigned to principle number 38 are also 
considered to be as s igned to principles 35, 36, and 37. 
**The topics assigned to principle number 41 are also 
considered to be assigned to principles 40. 
'l'A.BLE II (CONTI NUED) 
4 2 . Some elements have more than one atomic wffi i ght due 
to the di f f erences in t he neutron content of their nuclei. 
The atomic threory 
43. If t he same pressure is maintained, the volume of a 
gas is varied directly as the absolute temperature. 
44 . The volume of an ideal gas varies inversely with 
the pressure upon it, providing the temperature remains 
constant. 
45. If the volume qf a confined body of gas is kept 
constant, the pressure is proportional to the absolute 
temperature. 
*46. At a definite temperature and pressure, the rela t ive 
combining volumes of gases and gaseous products may be 
expressed approximately in small whole numbers. 
Gas volumes vary with temperature and pressure 
47. The gravimetric composition of a compound may be 
found by multiplying the atomic wre ights of the elements 
by their subscripts in the formula of the compound . 
Problems for the chemist 
48 . Electrons will always flow f rom one point to onother 
along a conductor if t h is transfer releases energy. 
**49 . Positively charged ions of metals may be deposited 
on the cathode, as atoms when a direct current is sent 
through an electrolyte. 
Matter and its changes 
Ionization theory of solution 
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50. $uspended particles of colloids have a cont~nuo~s, 
erratic movement due to colloidal, molecular or 1on lmpacts. 
bl. Colloids have the property of adsorption to an 
unusual degree. 
*The topics assigned to principle number46 are also 
considered to be assigned to principles 43 , 44, and 45. 
**The topics assigned to principle number49 are also 
considered to be assigned to principle number 48 . 
L~LE II (CONTINUED) 
52. Temperature changes, pressure changes, the presence 
of electrolytes or the presence of oppositely charged 
particles may cause colloids to precipitate. 
53. Colloidal particles may carry electrical charges. 
*54. Colloids show g~eater chemical activity t han solid 
substances in mass, since rates of reac t ion are propor-
tional to the surface area of the solid, other factors 
being equal. 
The colloida l state 
55. Protons and neutrons are found in the nucleus of 
an atom. 
Changes in matter 
Ionization theory of solution 
Radium and the transmutation of elements 
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56. Non-metals comprise a group of elements whose elements 
tend to gain or share electrons and whose compounds, when 
dissolved in polar solvents, are capable of forming 
negative ions. 
Elements, mixtures, and compounds 
Ionization theory of solution 
57. Oxidation and reduction occur simultaneously and 
are quantitatively equal. 
**58. Oxidation always involves the removal or sho.ring 
of electrons from the element oxidized while the reduction 
a lways shares with the element reduced. 
The iron family 
59. Simple ionic reactions are typically rapid reactions. 
Science of matter and energy 
Matter and its changes 
Ionization theory of' solution 
*The topics as s i gned to principle number 54 are also 
considered to be assigned to principles nmnbered 50 through 53. 
** The top ic a s signed to principles numbered 58 are a$so 
considered to be assigned to principle number 57. 
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TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
60. Every pure sample of any substance, whether simple 
or compounru,1 under the same conditions will show the same 
physical properties and the same chemical behab ior. 
61. The materials forming one or more substances, without 
ceasing to exist, may be changed into one or more new and 
meas~eable different substances. 
62. A pure chemical substance may be prepared from raw 
materials through utilization of their physical and 
chemical properties. 
*63. Elements are made up of small particles of matter 
called atoms which axe alike in the same elements (except 
for occasional differences in atomic seight; i,e., isotopes) 
but diffe rent in different elements. · 
Elements, mixtures and compounds 
64. The average speed of molecules increas c: s with the 
temperature and pressure. 
Molecuilies and a toms 
65. When a stream of h i gh-speed electrons strikes a body, 
the atoms of that body em!il!it X-rays. 
Periodic Law--atomic numbers 
Radium and the transmutation of atoms 
66. Like electrical charges repel and unlike electrical 
charges attract. 
**67. Metals may be arr&nged in an activity series according 
to their tendency to pass into ionic from by losing 
electrons. 
Ionization theory of solution 
68. Each combustible subs tance has a kindling temp erature 
which vari es with its condition bpt may be greater or 
less than the kindling temperat ure of some other substance. 
Oxygen 
* The topic as s igned to principle number 63 is also 
considered to be assigned to principle numbered 60,61,62. 
**The topic assigned to principle number 67 is also 
considered to be assigned to principle number 66. 
T.AJ3LE I I (CONTINUED ) 
69. The properties of alloys are dependent upon the 
reaative amount of their components, the extent of their 
compound formation, and upon the crystalline structure 
of the mixture. 
The nitrogen family 
The iron family 
?0. All chemica l reactions which start with the aame 
quantities of orig i nal substances liberate the same amounts 
of energy in reaching a given sta te, irrespective of the 
process by which the f i nal sta te is reached. 
Science of matter and energy 
Oxygen 
71. The energy shown by atoms in completing their outer 
shell by adding , losing , or sharing electrons determines 
their chemical activit y. 
*72. The valence of an a tom is determined by the number of 
electrons it gains,1Dses, or shares in chemical reactions. 
Valence 
73. Equal voltunes of all gases nnder sirdlar conditions 
of t emperature and pressure contain very nearly the 
same number of mo iliecules. 
States of matter 
Gas volmnes vary with temper oture and pressure 
74 . A change in state of a substance from a gas to a liquid, 
liquid to a solid, or vice versa, is usually accompanied 
by a change in volume. 
Matt er and its changes 
Water · 
Oxygen 
Air and its composition 
75. Every pure liquid has its own specific boiling and 
freezing point. 
Water 
Solutions and crystallization 
*The topic assigned to principle number 72 is also 
considered to be assigned to principle number 71. 
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TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
76. The boiling point of any solution becomes lower as 
the pressnre is decreased and higher as the pressure is 
increased. 
Matter and its changes 
Viater 
Solutions and crystallization 
77. All matter is made up of protons, neutrons and electrons. 
*".?8 . The mass of an atom is .concentrated almost entirely 
in the nucleus. 
Matter and its changes 
Structure of the atom 
79. Enzjwes, vitamins, and ho rmones are chemical 
regulators of the reactions that occur in living 
organisms. 
80. Elerr.-ents and compounds to which the cells of 
living organisms react specifically produce 
physiological effects. 
81. Saturated hydrocarbons are relatively inactive 
chemically but form comf ounds by substitution. 
82. Aleohols react with acids to form esters and ethers. 
83. Unsaturated hydrocarbons are active chemically and 
form mr·w compounds by addition. 
84. The boiling point of hydrocarbons increas es with an 
increase in molecular weight. 
**85. Alcohols oxidize to aldehydes, ketones and acids. 
Organic compounds 
86. Carbon atoms form a number of 11 type groups" of compounds 
which are determined by the elements present and by the 
structural combinations of theatoms within the molecules. 
Carbon 
Carbon compounds 
* The top ics assigned to principle number 78 are also 
considered to be assigned to principle number 77. 
** The topic a ssigned to principle number 85 is also 
considered to be assigned to principles numbered 79 through 84. 
TJl.BLE II (COl'JTI:NlJEll) 
87. The solubility of solutes is affected by heat, 
pressure, and the nature of the solute and solbent. 
88. Freezing point depression and boiling point ele-
vation are proportional to the concentration of the 
solution. 
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89. The ingredients of a solution are homogeneously distribu-
ted through each other. 
90. Any substance soluble in twoirbmiscible liquids will 
distribute itself bet·ween the two in proportion to its 
f 
solubility in the liquids. 
*91. The solubility of a gas in an inert solvent varies 
directly with the pressure to vvhich the gas is subjected. 
Sold ion and crystallization 




93. Atoms or molecules may lose electrons when struck 
by high speed electrons or ions. 
Matter and its changes 
Atomic structure 
Valence 
Ionization theory of solution 
94. The higher the temperature of the a::&n;-, t he greater 
the ~Tiount of moisture required to saturate it. 
*~·95. The atomospheric pressu..__re decreases as the altitude 
increases. 
The~ir and its composition 
* The topic assigned to principle number 91 is also 
ro nsidered to be assigned to principles numbered 87 through 90. 
** The topic assigned to principle number 95 is also 
considered to be assigned to principle nt~ber 94. 
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TABLE II ( CONTHTUED ) 
96. Non-meta ls may be arrB.nged i n an activity series 
according to their tendency to pass into the ionic form 
b y ga ining electrons. 
The halogen frunily 
Theory of ionization 
97. Whenever t he product of the concentrations of any 
t wo ions, in a mixture is less t han the value of the 
ion-product in a saturate<i solution of the compound 
f ormed by t heir union, this compound if pp esent in the 
solid r onn, will be dissolved. 
Solutions and crystallization 
Ionization theory of solution 
Equilibrium, reversible and end reactions 
98 . Substances which expand upon solidifying have t heir 
melting points lowered by pressure, those viich contract 
upon solid~~ying have their melting points raised by 
pressure. 
*99 . The specific heats of many elements are approxi~mately 
inversely proportional to their atomic weights. 
Matter and its changes 
Water 
100. Metals comprise a gToup of elements (other than 
hydrogen) whose atoms have a tendency to los e electrons 
readily and whose compounds when dissolved in poiliar 
solvents are capable of f orming positive ions. 
Theory of ionization 
Metals 
101. The actibity of an acid or base is proportional 
to the degree of ionization of ~he compound when in 
solution. 
Acids, bases and salts 
Ionization theory of solution 
*The topics assigned to principle number 99 are also 
consider ed to be assigned to principle number 98. 
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T.t...BLE I I (CONTINUED ) 
102. Salts of strong acid s and bases undergo negligible 
hydrolysis, vvhile salts of inac tive acids and inac t ive 
bases undergo more marked hydrolysiS. • 
. Acids, bases and salts 
Equilibrium, reversible and end reactions 
The colloidal state 
l03. Electrolytes dissolved in water exist partially or 
uompl etely as electricallychar ged particles called ions. 
l04. The presence of a dissolved substance will cause 
the resulting solution to boil at a higher temperat~e 
and to freeze at a lower tempera lllure than pure water. 
105. Orderly arrangement of molecules, a toms and ions 
in crystals give crystals r egular f orm. 
*106. In a satura ted solution, the product of the molar 
concentrations of the ions is constant. 
Solutions and crystallization 
Ionization theory of solution 
107. The speed of chemical reaction is increased by 
increasing the concentration of any of the reactants; 
and is decreased by decreasing the concentration fro 
any of the reactants. 
Formulas, equations and reactions 
Oxygen 
108. Whenever the product of the concentrations of any 
twoions in a mixture exceeds the value of the ion-product 
in a saturated solution of the compound formed by their 
union, this compound will be precipitated. 
l09. If stress is appled to an reversible chemical system, 
there will be a readjustment in the system to relieve the 
stress . 
* The top ics assigned to principle number 106 are also 
considered to be assigned to principles numbered 103, 
104 and 105. 
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TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
110. Chemical reactions may be carried more nearly to 
completion by any condition that establishes an unusually 
low concentration of one of the products. 
*111. The products of reacting substances may reac t with 
each other to form the original substances. 
Equilibrium, reversible and end reactions 
112. In an uncharged bod~ there are as many protons as 
electrons;and the chargesneutraliz~ each other;while 
a deficiency of electrons produces a plus charge on a 
body,an excess of electrons produces a negative char ge. 
Structure of the atom 
Valence 
113. Atoms of all elements are made up of protons, 
neutrons , and electrons;and di~ferences between atoms of 
different elements are due to the number of protons and 
neutrons in the nucleus and to the config~ation of 
electrons surrounding the nucleus. 
Matter and energy 
Structure of the atom 
114 . Atoms may be broken do~n by bombarding the nucleus 
with high-speed particles such as protons, alpha particles, 
or neutrons. 
Structure of the atom 
Radium and the transmutation of elements 
• 
*The topic assigned to principle number 111 is also 
considered to be assigned to principles numbered 108 
through 110. 
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Findings. One hpndred seventy-three assignments of' 47 
dif'ferent major subject-matter topics of chemistry were 
defensibl~ made to 114 principles of physical science, 
and were theref'ore deemed to be sui table for use to 
develop understandings of the principles. Four principles 
were assigned 4 topics; 8 principles were assigned only 
3 t~opics; 31 were assigned only 2 topics; and 71 were 
assigned only one topic. 
per principle was 1.5. 
The average number of j:;op±cs:_· 2.-:~;:. 
' 
CH.APTER IV 
SlJ1v1l'tlARY , CONCLUSIONS , AND RECONJ\1ENDATIONS 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this investigation was 1) to prepare 
a composite topical outline of subject-matter topics 
found in four high-school textbooks of chEmistry, as a 
source of informational materials with which to develpp 
understandings of principles of physical science; and 
2) to assign to principles of physical science those topics 
'"rhich a study of might reasonably be expected to contribute 
to the development of an underst2~ding of the principles. 
Summary of Techniques Employed 
A composite top ical outline was formulated from 
high-school textbooks of chemistry. Four textbooks were 
analyzed for subject-matter topics, major, minor and sub-
topic. These toJ.bics were then checked ·in appropriate 
columns, and by inserting topics, not present in the texts 
previously analyzed, at their proper places, a composite 
outline of subject-matter topics o.f high-school chemistvy 
was formulated. The frequency of occurrence of the topics 
was also tabulated. The outline was then checked by three 
1.03 
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qualified teachers of high-school chemistry to insure the 
defensibility of the p lacement of the top ics in the outline. 
In t he second part of the investigation, the maj or 
topics from the composite top ical outline were a ssigned 
to principles of physical science which appeared in the 
defensible list of 272 such principles formulated by Wise. 
A topic was assigned to a principle if it might reasonably 
be expected to contribute to the development of an 
understanding of the principle. These assignments of 
topics to principles were then checked by the same three 
qualified teachers of chemistry to insure the defensibility 
of the assignments. 
Surr ..mary of Findings 
A total of 1710 separa te subject-matter top ics 
appeared in the composite topical outline formula ted from 
the four textbooks of' chemistry analyzed. Of these, 47 
were major topics. The average number of major top ics 
per book was 43; and the average number of major and 
minor topics per book wa s 146.8. Of the major topics, 
4 0 or 85.1 percent appeared in all 4 books, ruLd 44 or 
93.6 p ercent appeared in 3 or more of the 4 books. 
Marked agreement by theauthors was noted in the 
inclusion of the following topics: 
Elements, mixtures and compounds 




Gas volumes vary with temperature and pressure 
Water 
Valence 
Two oxides of carbon 
Sulfur and sulfides 
Oxides and acids of sulfur 
Halogen family 
Periodic law--atomic ntunbers 
Nitrogen in peace and war 
Alkali fc-.mily 
Ca lcium family 
Aluminum and its compounds 
Copper family and mercury 
Tin and lead family 
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Average agreement was evidenced by the authors on the 
inclusion of the following topics: 
Science of matter and energy 
Solution and crystallization 
Molecules and atoms 
Chemical equations and problems 
Carbon 
Compositmon of air 
Acids, bases and salts 
Ionization theory of solution 
The colloidal state 
Phosphorous and other members of' the nitrogen fc:unily 
Carbon-silicon family 
Magnesium f amily 
Silicate industries 
Iron family 
Thumbnail sketches of elements 
Radiun1 and the transmutation of elements 
Organic chemistry 
Appendixes 
Little or no agreement among authors existed on the 
inclusion of t h e following topics: 
Water and its purifica tion 
Structure of the a tom 
Atomic theory 
Molecular weights 
Fuels and flames 
Equilibrium, reversible and end reactions 
Chemistry of agricuiliture 
Occurrence and extraction of metals 
Other carbon compotmds 
Recent applications of chemffi stry 
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One hundred seventy-three assignments of 47 different 
major subject-matt er topics of chemi str~y were defensibly 
made to 114 principles of physical scienc, and were therefore 
deemed to be suitable f or use to develop understandings 
of the principles. Four principles were assigned 4 topics; 
8 principles were assigned only 3 topics; 31 were assigned 
only 2 topics ; and 71 were ~mssigned only one topic. 
Conclusions 
There is ganeral agreement among the authors of the 
textbooks analyzed as to the units or major topics that 
should b~ indluded in a ijgh-school chemistry course. 
However~ these authors do not agree as to the place of 
Bach topic or unit in the book nor as to the importance 
of each topic. A topic, sketchily treated in one book 
may receive a lengthy discussion in another. 
In general, the authors of the,four high-school 
textbooks of chemistry analyzed agree on major and minor 
topics included in their books. However, a variance of 
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opinion exists as to the place of each of these topics in 
the textbook and also as to the amount of material (or 
sub-topics) devoted to each major and minor topic. 
In spite of the seeming diversity of high-school 
textbooks of chemistry, they do include considerable 
materia ls suitable for use in developing understandings of 
scientific principles, an accepted objectibe of science 
instruction. 
Recorrunendations 
From the results of this investigation, it would 
seem that a standardized pattern of majo:r topics of 
value for instruct ion in high-school chemistry could b~­
formulated, and the relative importance of each topic 
determined. Furthermore, authors of textbooks should 
be more in agreement as to the development of the ma jor 
topics of greatest importance. The authors of the text-
books should also plan their books so that the material 
lliider each major topic contains more material that would 
contribute to the development of understandings of 
scientific principles. It is the teacher's responsibility 
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